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 Safety is everyone’s business 
and responsibility. We intuitively think 
about safety-related issues at home when 
it comes to our family and children. Safety 
is approached in the real world from a 
common sense perspective. Our parents 
preached safety to us at a young age: “Look 
both ways, when you cross the street.” 
“Don’t touch that; it’s hot.” “Don’t go near 
that; you’ll fall in.” As we grew older and 
thought we had matured, the list got longer 
and more complex. Then the day came 
when we decided that playing with rockets 
was a good idea. Considering all the safety 
training we had been provided with from the 
time we were in diapers, you would think 
common sense would prevail. Thinking isn’t 
optional; it is mandatory. 
 Rocketry safety isn’t limited only 
to the act of launching of the rocket. For 
the rocketeer it starts before you begin 
building a kit or creating your own rocket. All 
rocketeers should ask themselves a couple 
of basic questions and access their goals 
and personal capabilities for the project. All 
launch organizers need to ask themselves 
a different set of questions concerning their 
environment and the dynamic conditions 
that will occur at every launch. Plan for the 
worst and hope for the best. In the end, all 
of the answers should revolve around a 
single goal, safety. 
 The biggest challenge we face 
with safety is recovery. Once the rocket 
leaves the pad, it is in as safe a condition 
as it will ever be. It can’t do much damage 
to anything other than itself while in the 
air. When it gets close to the ground, now, 
that is a different story.  Even a perfectly 
recovered rocket can become a problem 
if it lands in the pit or parking area. What 
is our competence level as rocketeers or 
organizers in getting the rocket back in one 
piece or safely back in many pieces? The 
responsible answers to these questions 
should result in a well-planned launch and a 
successfully fl own project. Remember, you 
are allowed to think, so run your launch and 
design your project around recovery, not 
around the motor. 
 Range safety goes well beyond 
what is the current institutional defi nition of 
an RSO. The RSO is commonly considered 
merely a rocket checker, and this is 
only one step in the safety equation. A 
successful rocket launch is more than the 
results of the individual fl ights. As we have 
seen time and again, all it takes to ruin a 
good rocket launch is one really serious 
miscalculation. Every participant at a rocket 

launch has range-safety responsibilities. 
That responsibility cannot be delegated, 
and it cannot be dropped on one poor 
volunteer’s shoulders. Safety starts with the 
individual and ends with the group. Safety 
issues can occur on both sides of the fl ight 
line. A common sense safety mentality isn’t 
left at the gate of the launch site. You have 
a brain and are required to continue using 
it. 
 Safety also requires a reasonable 
application and interpretation of myriad 
rules and regulations. Any set of properly 
administered rules needs to be interpreted 
and applied to the specifi c conditions 
existing at the time of the launch. These 
conditions can change during the course 
of the event or by the hour. The range 
operation has to react to and refl ect the 
changes. Ultimately, common sense has to 
be applied. Blind compliance with selected 
portions of any set of rules is as dangerous 
as having no rules at all. Codes and rules 
need to be considered as they apply to 
your situation, not blindly adopted in their 
entirety. Remember, you are encouraged to 
think. 
 In the case of rocketry, the codes 
and rules should enhance our ability to 
properly construct, launch, and recover 
rockets safely. The purpose of rocketry codes 
and rules is to keep the fl iers, spectators, 
landowners, and adjacent property owners 
safe from injury and property damage. 
There should be a healthy debate as to 
whether the “one size fi ts all” set of codes 
and rules really add to or detract from safe 
operations and fl ying. There needs to be 
a reevaluation of the purpose, scope, and 
body of the codes and rules. There needs 
to be fl exibility and a level of autonomous 
decision-making built into the codes and 
the interpretation of the rules. Rocket clubs 
across the country have different cultures 
and conditions, which the codes and rules 
should be adaptable to. The emphasis of 
the codes and rules needs to be a function 
of common sense application. Remember, 
thinking will make you ask “Why?”





Tragic Little Aerospace 
offering Micro GPS telemetry unit   

 MARYSVILLE, Washington USA -  A new 
GPS offering from Tragic Little Aerospace allows you 
to track your rocket from launch to landing with a unit 
that weighs less than a 9V battery, including the an-
tenna, and is small enough to fi t into a 38mm airframe 
tube with room to space. The Micro GPS unit’s re-
ceiver plugs into your laptop computer via a USB port 
and will allow you to record your fl ight’s data as well 
as viewing the events in real time. And, fi nding your 
rocket is easy, simply by entering the last position into 
your hand-held GPS unit and walk right to it. Best of 
all, you don not need any kind of license to use it and 
the unit is less than $300.

http://www.tragiclittleaerospace.com/

Black Magic Missile Works
New Universal Flight Controller                        

  WORLD WIDE WEB - Black Magic Missile Works 
has released its third generation Universal Flight Con-
troller with Open System Developer’s Module specifi -
cally designed to meet the needs of individuals, small 
companies and educational institutions that have ad-
vanced rocketry programs.  The system is fully modu-
lar, confi gurable and programmable, yet is extremely 
cost effective.  It supports fl ights up to the full FAA 
Level 3 requirements.
  In order to meet the needs of the widest possible 
range of applications the Open System Developer’s 
Module was designed to allow the user to create their 
own software and hardware applications to supple-
ment and enhance the capabilities of the system 
  You need only purchase a $400 module and $90 pro-
gramming/debugging pod to create a new functional 
module Black Magic works closely with all of its cus-
tomers to achieve the best possible result.  

http://www.blackmagicmissileworks.com/downloads.htm.

ROCKETRY NEWS
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By Darrell Mobley of

SWT 
brings Electric Slide to model, high power rocketry    

 BELMONT, Massachusetts USA  - Space Warp Tech-
nology has released a line of magnetic slides for launching hobby 
rockets. Arnold Roquerre, owner of Space Warp Technology, 
has broken new ground in this innovative model and high power 
rocket magnetic launching system. This totally new concept for 
launching model and high power rockets had never been done 
by anyone, not even a government space agency, until 1997.
  According to their website, the advantages of passive 
and active magnetic launch slides include: The launch rail does 
not have to be lowered and then raised, virtually no drag, easy 
attachment of rocket, no more trying to line-up buttons with the 
rail, the slides can be used on one rail size for small and large 
rockets, odd-shaped rockets attached without any extension to 
reach rail guides, and no rails are needed, as magnetic slides 
for pipe can be ordered for any size copper pipe, creating a rigid, 
sturdy, inexpensive and easy to assemble launch stand can be 
made. Existing rail slides with attachment can be used on a two 
pipe launch stand made of copper.

http://www.spacewarptechnology.com/SWT/MAG/magnetic_launch-
ning_1.htm 

MARSA introduces 
fi rst products in new MARSA-RF line  

FAIRPORT, New York USA -  The engi-
neers at MARSA are proud to introduce the fi rst 
products in the new MARSA-RF line of hobby 
rocketry products to be introduced over the next 
few months. The standalone MARSA GPS-1 and 
MARSA Telemetry Modem brings together bench-
mark performance, features and value. It bundles 
the features rocketeers need the most in a GPS 
product: high RF power, license-free, integrated 
power, long battery life and ease of use. The MAR-
SA GPS-1 is a powerful, license-free, independent 
GPS transmitter. It has been thoroughly tested 
in real rocket fl ights over the last year including 
fl ights at Red Glare and NYPOWER 15. The MAR-
SA GPS-1 can also be used independently of a 
MARSA4 altimeter. 

http://www.marsa4.com/
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    Trying to make drop-away SRBs work in a simple, passive 
manner seemed to be as easy as my idea of having the 
bottom supported by a core fi rst stage and the upper end 
doweled and lugged onto the second stage of a two-stage 
rocket. Then when the fi rst stage dropped away and the 
second stage fl ew away, the SRBs would simply be left 
behind in mid-air. Basically this method sort of worked. But 
working “sort of” is far from being good enough to kit and sell 
to the general public. In order for me to consider depending 
on this scheme to work in a kit sold to the general public, the 
rocket’s confi guration must function every time that it fl ies.
   When our story ended in part one, a puzzling problem 
had surfaced with the test rockets that fl ew the drop-aways. 
For some reason, although they fl ew normally without drop-
away SRBs, nearly every one of these rockets tended to go 
wildly unstable in the fi rst-stage burn when the SRBs were 
attached. I went as far as gluing the SRBs to the same rocket 
that had gone unstable, in order to see how the confi guration 
would boost, only to see the rocket fl y normally. The problem 
appeared to crop up only when the drop-away types of 
SRBs were used. This problem clearly was unique to the 
drop-away SRBs, and thus the solution must involve them.
   For several months I pondered every aerodynamic aspect 
of the drop-away SRBs and their placement on the rockets. 
I used a Boostervision onboard gear cam to look at a test-
marked SRB in fl ight to see if there was any movement of the 
loosely riding SRB during fi rst-stage boost. A careful frame-
by-frame study of the video showed no movement at all. In 
fact, the SRB seemed to simply seat themselves on the aft 

Drop-Away SRBs, Part 2

By Wes Oleszewski
Photos by Chris Zicafoose and 
                Neil McGilvray

Space Shuttle launch, 
SRB separation (insert) 
Photos by NASA
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mounts at liftoff and then sit rock-solid in place through the 
entire fi rst-stage burn. The problem had to be something not 
readily seen.
   It was while watching some unrelated video that I stumbled 
upon the answer. The video was a slow-motion sequence of 
a real-life Saturn V liftoff. A stream of LOX vapor could be 
seen venting from the S-II stage. What caught my attention 
was that, instead of the vapor trailing straight down the 
vehicle, it curved in a spiral manner. In fact, in almost every 
video of vapor trailing down the cylindrical body of a large 
rocket, the trail is normally in a spiral. At that point, a long-ago 
conversation from college suddenly popped into my brain.  I 
was talking with an aeronautical engineering student about 
cylinders in a wind tunnel and how it was nearly impossible to 
get the airfl ow to go straight down a cylinder. Even a cylinder 
that had a streamlined nosecone attached still tended to 
have a spiral fl ow. Any type of imbalance, such as a side-
load or extraneous airfl ow, would tend to induce that spiral 
fl ow pattern. That was the answer, and one characteristic of 
my drop-away SRBs was causing the problem.
  When the drop-away SRBs are attached, they need a tiny 
bit of space in order for the lugs and dowels to move freely. 
That requirement meant that there was a gap of slightly more 
than 3/16 inch between the SRB and the body of the core 
rocket. Air moving down the cylindrical bodies of the SRBs 
and the core stages was developing a spiral fl ow. Those 
three fl ows were mixing together and, depending on how 
much extraneous outside force (such as wind gusts) was 
being applied, that mixing was causing turbulence along 
the lower stabilization surfaces. Worse yet, an instability 
feedback was taking place. As the rocket began to oscillate 
from this turbulence, it produced its own extraneous outside 
force, which caused the rocket to oscillate even more, 
which in turn produced more extraneous outside force. In a 
fraction of a second, the whole mess could amplify, until the 
entire stack simply went into uncontrolled tumble. The few 
occasions when the rockets with drop-away SRBs did boost 
halfway straight were simply a matter of luck.
  Once I had the problem fi gured out, the solution was quite 
simple. In aerodynamics, when you have an airfl ow pattern 
that is tending to go in bad directions and to do things that 
you do not want it to do, you can often simply block it—with a 
“fence.” Such aerodynamic fences can be seen on the wings 
of jet aircraft. Running in the direction of the aircraft’s travel, 
the fence is a tall, thin, streamlined protrusion that simply 
stops the fl ow from going in an undesired direction.
   In this case I simply ran a thin strip of balsawood, 3/16 
inch tall, down the length of each SRB; from the forward 
dowel to just above the lower attach lugs. This would create 
an aerodynamic fence that would block the spiral fl ow from 
interacting. Equipped with the fences, every fl ight of the drop-
away SRBs has been free of any hint of the earlier stability 
problems. This just shows that, if you scratch your head and 
think about a problem long enough, sooner or later you will 
remember a conversation with someone smarter than you, 
and the problem will be solved. 
   So it is that model rockets that drop their SRBs can indeed 
be fl own—also long as those SRBs serve no greater purpose 
than being really neat-O. Of course, that purpose is enough 
to satisfy most rocketeers. . . right?
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Dr. Zooch Mark II Stage Zero 
boosting on a C6-0 and non-thrust 
squibs in each SRB

Aerodynamic fences prevent 
instability during the boost of the 
Mark II Stage Zero

Mark II Stage Zero 
sustainer under thrust

Mark II Stage Zero 
at separation



Advanced Flight Electronics for 
High-Power Rocketry Part V
By Thomas Miller

Part VI– Flight Operations
As we have seen previously, the UFC-3 has a complete and 
complex set of high performance modules to support various 
fl ight operations and data acquisition requirements.  The 
supporting software is designed to allow complete freedom in 
defi ning the use and meaning of user defi ned sensors and to get 
the most out of system sensors and resources.  All of this requires 
active participation by the user in confi guring and specifying the 
control functions of these devices.  Without that user input, the 
system does nothing.
The functionality of the software and systems it controls has 
already been thoroughly discussed.  What will be discussed here 

are the various ways this capability can enhance the safety and 
reliability of the fl ight and maximize the return of data.  It is up 
to the user to create innovative new ways to use this system to 
provide useful research data from their successful fl ight(s).
At the heart of all this is the user defi ned launch script.  What 
follows are examples of these scripts or portions of them that 
provide insight in how to effectively use them.
Script Example supporting Simulation
Don’t be intimidated!  This script is meant to show many of the 
possible uses, but the user can start with a much less complex 
scenario (these scripts assume a full set of modules):

;
; UFC-3 LAUNCH/SIMULATION SCRIPT
; (assumes CPU, Telemetry, GPS and Inertial Sensor are present)
;
; Calibrate Functions
;
cal alt   ;Calibrate Altimeter
cal accel   ;Calibrate Accelerometer
cal 3-axis 120  ;Calibrate 3-Axis Sensor
;
; Check Functions (Check failure will abort launch but not simulation, provides diagnostic message)
;
check accel  ;Check Accelerometer Functionality
check altimeter > 1500 ;Check Altimeter (reasonable reading?)
check altimeter < 2500
check temperature < 50 ;Check Temperature
check pyro 0  ;Check Recovery Pyro Continuity/Ready
check pyro 1
check GPS  ;Check GPS for Lock
check primary battery voltage > 9; Check battery voltage
check drogue ready ;Redundant for check pyro 0 but is an example of user I/O test
check drogue off
;
; Sample Rates (most data sent once per second over Telemetry to limit data rate), starting at Ready (user could reduce or
;  eliminate non-essential readings during descent by repeating directives at apogee)
;
ready alt 8 8    ;Log Altitude/Acceleration 8 times per second
ready temp 1  ;Log Temperature
ready accelerometer 256 8 ;Log Acceleration
ready 8 g accelerometer 1 ;Redundant for ready accelerometer, example of user analog input
ready 50 g accelerometer 1
ready primary battery voltage 1;Log Battery Voltage/Current
ready primary battery current 256 1 ; Note that current monitoring can indicate pyro function so we use increased resolution
ready input 4 1  ;Log Digital Inputs
ready gps 5 5   ;Log GPS
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ready 3-axis 820 8 ;Log Inertial Sensor data (internally at maximum)
;
; Simulate 2 Stage Launch (ignored by Prepare for Launch)
;
ready sima 321  ;Launch Booster at 10G Simulated for 2 seconds
ready plus 2048 sima 0
if b sima 321  ;Sustainer at 10G for 2 seconds
if b plus 2048 sima 0
apogee simv -80  ;Simulate Drogue at Apogee
descent 800 simv -20 ;Simulate Main at 800’
;
; Flight State Machine
;
Ready booster video on ;Turn on launch camera
stage 1 set s  ;Staging Flags
stage 2 set t
if t booster video off ;Change camera when staging
if t sustainer video on
fps > 500 set a  ;Flag speed greater the 500 fps
ascent 4000, if a, fps < 400, roll < 15, pitch < 15, knots < 25 set b ;Condition for Air-start
if b airstart  ;Air-start is a user defi ned output channel to fi re the second stage
apogee deploy drogue  ;Release Drogue at Apogee
apogee sustainer video off ; and change cameras
apogee chute video on
fps < -100 deploy main ;Backup action if Drogue doesn’t deploy, try Main
descent 800 deploy main  ;Release Main at 800’
land end   ;End when Landed
land chute video off

Note that the case does not matter (everything is internally 
converted to upper case).   The various keywords can be 
abbreviated so long as they do not confl ict with other keywords.  
Commands have been grouped to help distinguish one type of 
command from another. The order of the commands is largely 
irrelevant, the events determine the timing.  Comments can (and 
should) be entered anywhere to document the intent.  Some of 
the sensor names are not the default ones, but rather examples of 
logical names for the actual functions performed.
Notice the use of fl ags “a”, “b”, “s” and “t”.  “s” is set on launch 
and “t” is set when the air-start is detected by the accelerometer.  
“a” is set when vertical velocity exceeds 500 fps and “b” is set 
to indicate conditions have been met for the air-start.  In this 
case “a” must be set (500 fps or greater vertical velocity) before 
“b” can be set based in part on velocity falling below 400 fps.  
This assures we don’t start looking for “fps < 400” before “fps 
> 500” has occurred, which would otherwise occur immediately.  
The purpose of this sequence is to perform the air-start once 
the vehicle slows down to a certain point, and has the correct 
attitude, before the air-start.  If any of these conditions do not 
all simultaneously occur, the air-start will not occur.  Setting the 
“b” fl ag as the Event Action simplifi es its use in more than one 
instance (it is also used to control the simulation).  The “t” fl ag 
is another example of this (the Events could be repeated with the 
additional Actions to achieve the same result).
Notice that the statement to set ‘b” (air-start) has both a condition 
for attitude (“roll < 15, pitch < 15”) but also one for horizontal 
velocity (“knots < 25”).  This is a backup (or if the Inertial Sensor 
is not present an alternative) method of assuring the vehicle is in 
the proper state for the air-start.
The sequence “fps < -100 deploy main” is an example of how the 

user might provide alternate actions to handle failure scenarios.  
If the drogue chute should keep the descent rate below -100 
fps, then the statement is not invoked.  However if the drogue 
indeed failed to deploy properly a reasonable (although normally 
undesirable at this point) action would be to deploy the main 
chute.
There are many other fault checks or backup actions that might 
be specifi ed depending on the system design.  The goal of this 
presentation is to expose the reader to these possibilities and 
inspire them to create new and innovative uses for these advanced 
functions, enriching their experience, increasing their return on 
investment and helping to assure a successful venture.
Summary
This series has been presented to achieve several objectives:

• Help readers understand the fundamentals of Flight 
Electronics

• Help readers understand the underlying hardware 
components and their importance in providing a reliable 
system with the performance needed to maximize data 
return

• Help readers understand the underlying software 
architectural features that create the fl exibility to allow 
them to confi gure the system how they want, rather than 
being restricted by a rigid set of rules and capabilities 
designed in by the manufacturer

• Expose a pathway the user might utilize to create 
whole new applications and research areas of interest 
previously outside their ability.  Amateur rocketry is all 
about creativity and exploration!

For more information email 
Tom@BlackMagicMissileWorks.com
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   The 2010 Williams “Wildfi re” Westernationals was 
conducted over the weekend of the 5th and 6th of June by 
Tripoli Western Australia. The event is the group’s largest 
launch of the year, and this year’s event was bolstered by 
the attendance of enthusiasts from many other states of 
Australia.
   Launches at the Williams range enjoy the opportunity of 
testing the standing 18,000-foot waiver.
   Some 35 fl yers gathered at the Williams range to enjoy the 
fresh country air and witness some truly spectacular fl ights. 
A number of TRA members also used the event to move up 
their certifi cation level.
  The weekend kicked off with a whole bunch of the interstate 
visitors and locals making the trek down to the range on 
Friday to set up and settle in for an early start on Saturday. 
The weather had looked a little ominous in the days preceding 
the launch, and Friday was no exception, with occasional 
showers of rain and gusty winds.
   However inclement the weather looked, it would not dampen 
the enthusiasm of those in attendance, and Saturday dawned 
clear and sunny, with only the gentlest of breezes.
  Final touches were added to the range setup, and at 
the predetermined time, the range was declared open for 
fl ights.
   First rocket off was a special one by Ari Piirainen, who had 
travelled all the way from Queensland for one fl ight and one 
fl ight only, which was to be his Level 3 certifi cation attempt. Ari 
had prepared his beautiful Performance Rocketry Intimidator 
4 under the watchful eye of his TAP, Dave Couzens, and 
the motor of choice was to be the venerable AT M-1297W, 
which was expected to boost the black and orange rocket to 
around 12,000ft.
  The rocket was carried out to the pad by Ari and his willing 
young helper Alex, and it was loaded onto the 15/15 rail, 

Williams “Wildfi re” Westernationals 
2  0  1  0

By David Couzens
Photos by George Katz, Neil Streeter and Peter Lam
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raised to the vertical position, and readied for launch. After 
the obligatory prelaunch photos were taken, the group moved 
back to the LCO table, where the group of well-wishers had 
gathered.
  After an announcement of the fl ight had been made and 
the fi nal checks for clear skies had been confi rmed, the 
countdown commenced, and the button was pushed. 
The augmented igniter, prepared for Ari’s rocket by Dave 
Couzens, rapidly brought the M-1297W to life, and the 
rocket quickly ascended on a bright fl ame and a large plume 
of white smoke.
  The fl ight was as straight and pretty as you could ask for, 
the roar from the motor broke the cool morning quiet air, and 
the roar from the assembled onlookers only added to the 
atmosphere.
  Only after a confi rmation that the drogue was out at apogee 
could Ari relax slightly, as he was now partway through the 
certifi cation process; with only a successful deployment of 
the main to come, the pressure was on. The familiar pop of 
a deployment charge echoed out across the still morning 
air, and the blossoming of the large red and black main 
parachute raised a cheer from the assembled onlookers. Ari 
and his assistant Alex dashed off across the fi elds in the 
direction of the now-landed rocket, quietly waving away the 
offers of the GPS handheld tracker to guide him directly to 
its resting place.
  Upon return, with the undamaged rocket inspected, Ari’s 
certifi cation form was signed off by Dave with a congratulatory 
handshake, and a tradition started by Dave’s own TAP, Rick 
Boyette, was now passed on to the newest L3 member, 

and the “L3 Sharpie Tattoo” was added to Ari’s forehead to 
proudly wear for the remainder of the event.
   Ari was not the only member to attempt certifi cation at the 
Williams event, with fellow Queenslander Simon Liebke also 
making the trip for his Level 3 shot. Simon used a modifi ed 
Loc Precision HyperLOC 1600 and an AT M-1297W to propel 
his rocket skyward to an altitude of around 10,000 feet.
  Simon’s attempt was all about meticulous preparation, and 
when the rocket was loaded onto the rail late on Saturday 
and the electronics armed, Simon himself called a no-go on 
the fl ight, as he was not completely happy with the setup and 
the reports back from the electronics. Call it pre-fl ight nerves, 
call it whatever you want, but in terms of fl ight success, it 
sure beats “fl ight fever.”
   The rocket was removed from the pad and taken back to 
the prep area for an onceover.
Due to the fading light, Simon decided he would make the 
attempt the next day, and with the dawning of a new day 
came even better conditions than before, with no wind to 
speak of and bright blue cloudless skies.
  Once again the rocket was taken to the pad and set to the 
vertical position, and this time the reporting back from the 
installed electronic devices was exactly as Simon anticipated, 
so the augmented igniter was installed, and the group retired 
to the LCO table. Once again the announcement was made, 
a fi nal check of range conditions verifi ed, and the all-clear for 
launch was given. The assembled crowd wished Simon best 
of luck for his fl ight, but this fl ight was never destined to rely 
on luck, and the perfectionist planning saw a picture-perfect 
launch, a beautiful fl ight, and subsequent deployment of 
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Bruce Symann putting his Bat on the pad
(insert) liftoff

Shane Miles installing the ignitor on his L2 Patriot
(insert) liftoff on a J-420



recovery devices at their predetermined points.
   The rocket fl oated lazily down in the bright blue sky and 
landed some three hundred yards from the pad. Once again, 
as the rocket was returned for inspection, the paperwork 
was signed off by TAP Dave Couzens, the now obligatory 
L3 Tattoo was added to Simons’s forehead, and a round of 
applause and congratulations ensued.
  A number of other Level 1 and Level 2 attempts were made 
over the course of the weekend, and a hearty congratulation 
to all those who successfully completed a cert fl ight.
  Trying out for TRA Level 1 were the following fl iers:

• Rob Winchcomb (and youngster Austin) of 
Queensland used his scratch-built Coyote and an 
H-128W

• Craig Strudwicke of New South Wales had a scratch-
built rocket and an I-357T for his attempt

The following fl yers attempted TRA Level 2: 

• Peter Lam from Victoria used a Performance 
Rocketry Little Dog on a J-350W

• Andrew Hamilton, formally of North Carolina, now 
resident in Western Australia, used a GLR Fibreglass 
Firestorm 54 and a J-350W

• Shane Miles from Queensland fl ew his PML Patriot 
on a J-420R

• Richard Termini, formally from the LIARS prefecture 
in New York and now resident in Western Australia, 
fl ew a Termini scratch-built on a J-350W

• Dean Streeter of Western Australia had a scratch-
built fl ying on a J-420R

• Paul Kelly of Western Australia used a scratch-built 
creation and a J-350W for his shot

  Saturday’s activities continued throughout the day with 
rockets at mostly G, H, and I impulses, with the occasional 
J going up, but most of the interest was centered around 
the rather large group project being assembled by members 
of the Tripoli Western Australia prefecture. Called White 
Trash, this was a home-rolled fi breglass 13-foot-long, 6-
inch-diameter, 40-pound beast with a 98mm motor mount 
destined to accept an Aerotech N-2000 White Lightning 
motor.
  This fl ight would be the largest amateur rocket ever fl own in 
the state of Western Australia, and the fi rst time many would 
see an N impulse up close and personal.
   Over a number of months the group had assembled at 
Dave Couzens’s house for build sessions to fabricate the 
airframes, nose cone, and many of the ancillary pieces 
required for such a project. 
   Electronics were also a home brew, with primary apogee 
deployment being handled by a Magnetic Apogee Detector 
designed and constructed by resident electronic guru Paul 
Kelly. The main deployment and data logger would be 
provided by a fl ight computer, designed and constructed by 
Craig Strudwicke of NSW. For backup for both drogue and 
main, a two-channel DTMF system would be employed, and 
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Corie Millet with his son Oscar prepping their Rip Roar
(insert) fl ight of Rip Roar

Mel cooking, hey, nice hat



was once again designed and constructed by Paul.
   Since a rocket of this size had never been fl own previously 
in Western Australia, all infrastructure needed to facilitate the 
launch had to be purpose-built, including the launch tower 
and the wireless remote away cell. 
 Paul again kindly donated his time to the away-cell 
electronics, which consists of a 900Mhz spread spectrum 
wireless link with the ability to fi ll, fi re, and dump hybrids, 
fi re auxiliary channels, and fi re any igniter with a 24V local 
supply.
  The tower would employ an aluminium extrusion 
manufactured by Capral, which accepts 15/15 size rail 
buttons. The tower could be erected and held in place, 
with the bottom section hinging down to load rockets. The 
tower would use a full 4 sections of extrusion for maximum 
guidance. It was kindly constructed by a local friend of the 
group, George Bailey, a retired sheet metal worker and 
resident expert in welding.
   Thanks also go out to Phillip Gilchrist of New South Wales 
for lending the guys the 98/15360 hardware. Coincidentally 
Phillip was the fi rst to fl y an N-2000W in Australia, at 
Paraweena in the state of New South Wales, in his creation 
Thunderchild.
  Throughout the morning, various members of the team 
assisted in the preparation for fl ight before walking it out to 
the pad for pre-fl ight setup. The large rocket was loaded with 
ease onto the pad, and raised to its vertical stop. A number 
of prelaunch group photographs were taken, before the 
majority of onlookers were directed back to the fl ight line. 
Remaining team members Dave Couzens, Paul Kelly, Dean 
Streeter, and Corie Millet stayed to arm the electronics and 
install the igniter.
  After fi nal checks were confi rmed, the group retired to the 
fl ight line and LCO table, where the range was checked for 
readiness, the announcement made of the impending fl ight, 
and the countdown commenced. At the button push, the 
motor instantly erupted into life and the large olive green and 
orange rocket left the pad and climbed high into the sky. The 
crowd cheered as the rocket passed through the boosting 
phase and continued to coast to around 13,000 feet.
  Unfortunately the plans for a perfect fl ight did not work out, 
as the Magnetic Apogee Detector failed to deploy the drogue 
chute, and consequently the DTMF backup was manually 
activated at the predetermined time. It is unclear whether 
the drogue came out, but the GPS data streaming back to 
the ground station suggested the descent rate had slowed. 
Still, it would appear the main had fi red prematurely and had 
separated from the main body of the rocket. The nose cone, 
with the main chute attached, was spotted and found in a 
fi eld close by, but alas, there was no sign of the rest of the 
rocket.
  Some time passed searching, and plots of last acquisition 
of GPS data were overlaid onto a Google Earth map. The 
resident Rocket Hound, Steve Forth managed to locate 
the rocket a few days later high in a tree, snagged by the 
deployed drogue chute and harness.
  At the following launch a number of Tripoli WA members 
managed to retrieve the rocket from its resting place. The 
rocket survived quite well with only a two-inch-long zipper 
in the forward airframe, and some damage to a bolt in a 
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Peter Lan’s L2 Little Dog 
on a J-350

Dean Streeker’s L2 on a J-420

Richard Termini’s Scratch 
L2 on a J-350

Drew’s Firestorm L2 fl ight



Rockets Magazine Mach Madness Results

Blake Nikolic Scratch Blue Tube 54mm 
Min. Diameter AT K-1100T 1st Place Mach 1.4

Team CGN White Trash AT N-2000W 2nd Place Mach 0.75
Dave Couzens Upscale BSD Thor 6” AT M-1780NT 3rd Place Mach 0.71

Andrew Hamilton GLR FG Firestorm 54 AT J-1999N DNQ CATO

Blake Nikolic Scratch Blue Tube 75mm 
Min. Diameter KBA M-3500 DNQ SHRED

David Groves Scratch CF 54mm AT K-700W DNQ “Pussied Out”
Simon Liebke Performance Rocketry G3 AT M-1780NT DNQ Unable to fl y

coupling on the booster section. Both items are extremely 
easily repaired.
   The guys are all very happy to have the rocket back, and 
they should be able to acquire some very useful data. The 
rocket will most defi nitely fl y again, but for its next fl ight the 
team will launch on an AT N-1000W. Once again Tripoli 
Western Australia has been at the forefront of rocketry in 
Australia, with another rocketry milestone achieved in now 
having launched the fi rst ever commercial N-impulse fl ight in 
the state of Western Australia. 
  Another fi rst at the Williams launch was the fi rst use of 
the new Aerotech Metalstorm motors. The fi rst launch in 
Australia of a Metalstorm was conducted by Dave Couzens 
using a K-540M in his Talon 4. The motor was kindly donated 
by one of the event sponsors, Blake Nikolic from Australian 
Rocketry.
  The FG Talon 4 climbed to around 3,000 feet on the Aerotech 
version of “Sparky,” and while the sky was quite blue, it was 
not all that visually apparent during the fl ight. Photos viewed 
later showed a better example of the “sparkiness.”
  Speaking of event sponsors, the organizers greatly 
acknowledge the assistance given by all of the sponsors, 
with major assistance coming from ROCKETS Magazine, 
Always Ready Rocketry, and of course Australian Rocketry.
  The guys at ROCKETS Magazine put up some cool and really 
cool DVDs, hats, and magazine subscriptions for prizes, and 
they were received most eagerly by the recipients.
   There was also a ROCKETS Magazine Mach Madness 
competition run over the duration of the event; however only 
a limited number of enthusiasts showed any inclination to 
“Have a Crack at Mach.”
   Queensland resident Blake Nikolic set about testing the 
limits of Blue Tube with two creations entered in to the Mach 
Madness competition. His 54mm minimum-diameter fared 
the best, as it absolutely cracked out of the tower launcher, for 
an audibly and visually prodigious launch. It was recovered 
intact and held out as the overall winner.
   More spectacular was his 75mm Blue Tube minimum-
diameter creation that zinged off the rail but decided enough 
was enough at about 2,500 feet in the air, when much of the 
airframe let go. From the ground it appeared to occur about 
halfway through the boost phase. The motor kept on going 
as the pieces of Blue Tube rained down from above.
   Andrew Hamilton had one of the now decertifi ed J-1999Ns 
in his Firestorm 54, and about 200 feet above the pad, it let 
go in a big way, bending quick-links and generally trashing 
the booster section of the fi breglass rocket. 
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Dave Couzens’s Thor on an M-1780
and yes, they have rocket-eating trees too



David Groves became the recipient of the now fabled “Pink 
Hat” award, as he had travelled all the way from Queensland, 
had his outstanding carbon-fi ber rocket shipped, arranged 
with a local for the supply of a AT K-700W reload, but did 
not launch anything at all; many on site suggested he was 
just too frightened to lose the rocket, but other sources 
suggested he just really wanted that pink ROCKETS Magazine 
hat for his wardrobe.
   Saturday’s activities rounded out with a marvellous feast, 
created by resident sweetheart of Tripoli Western Australia 
and CGN Group, Lamington Lady aka Melanie Couzens, 
wife of Prefect and also the landowner of the property, who 
managed to concoct a roast meat carvery complete with 
roast vegetables, serving around forty people all out of BBQ 
facilities in a fi eld.
   Mel could be found in the mess facilities pretty much all 
weekend, either making coffee or turning out a sumptuous 
meal for those in attendance, such as breakfasts of bacon 
and eggs or lunches of sausages in a bun or lasagne or 
some other type of pasta dish. Suffi ce to say, no one went 
hungry all weekend.
   Sunday was again a stream of fl ights with rockets ranging 
from low power all the way through to those Ms.

   One fl ight of note was that by Tripoli WA member Mark 
Haslam, who used his PML Quantum Leap with a J-401FJ to 
a J-135W for a great two-stage fl ight to around 10,000 feet 
and successful recovery.
   Richie T used an H-220T in one of his scratch-built 
creations, and Corie Millet put up his Binder Jaguar on an 
I-357T for some visually stimulating fl ights.
   Ashley Stonehouse from Queensland decided to try another 
of the Aerotech Metalstorms in his beautiful HyperLOC 300, 
and he used a K-540M to get the yellow and black rocket 
aloft.
   Closest to the pad for the event was Bruce Symanns of 
Queensland with his Binder Bat on an H-165W, which landed 
less than twenty feet from the pad it launched from.
   As the weekend drew to a close, we were reasonably 
confi dent that everyone got to launch their fi ll of rockets, and 
when the light began to fade, late in the day, the range was 
closed and packed away until next time.
   The event will return to Williams in 2011, and planning has 
already started to ensure a successful event. We look forward 
to our interstate and possibly even some internationals 
guests joining us for a weekend in the country.
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When facing the problem of deciding if the most 
recent batch of propellant is good enough to fl y, many of us 
measure the grain weight and size to calculate the density, 
but then still have to decide if it is “good.”  Others cast extra 
grains and conduct a static test to determine if the batch 
is acceptable, but the small test grains may or may not be 
representative of the larger fl ight grains.  In the Dawg Pack, 
we use Statistical Process Control (SPC) of the grain density 
to determine if batches are fi t to fl y.
 Propellant density is an easy parameter to measure 
and has a direct effect upon the propellant performance.  
We all know that large voids are a problem—the burn area 
increases dramatically when the fl ame front reaches a void, 
which results in higher than predicted pressures, which 
can cause a CATO.  Small voids increase the burn rate for 
the same reason, but not as dramatically.  The pros use 
various nondestructive test methods like ultrasonic or x-ray 
inspection to check for voids, but that is beyond the budget 
of nearly all research fl iers.  So how can we determine if the 
grains are good, based upon density alone?
 We produce our propellant in relatively small batches, 
by a wide range of methods, using a variety of ingredients.  
The “same” propellant, when produced by different groups, 
will have different burn characteristics and densities for 
this reason.  Most of us do some testing of even a well-
characterized formula from another group to make sure it 
performs as advertised.  This allows us to insure that the 
propellant is suitable for our materials and techniques.
 SPC is a method of determining if lots of a material 
and individual samples of the lot are statistically the same as 
the process has produced in the past.  It is a very powerful 
method of tracking the performance of a production process 
and fi nding any deviations from the normal process—due to 

process drift, process errors, or intentional changes.
 The fi rst step in using SPC is to develop a reliable 
method of measuring the parameter of interest, in our case 
density.  We use measure the weight and the dimensions 
of the grain to calculate the density.  For weight I suggest 
a scale with a resolution of better than 0.5% of the gain 
weight—0.1g works well for all but the smallest and largest 
grains.  A good pair of calipers reading to 0.001” (0.025 mm) 
are suitable for the dimensions.  We weigh and measure the 
liner before casting so we can remove its weight, diameter, 
and thickness from the density calculation.  After the grains 
have been cut to length, we weigh them and measure their 
length.  The density is then given by:
    Percent Density = 100 • (π • (Rl

2 – Rc
2) • L / W) / Dtheor

Where π = pi = 3.14159…
Rl = liner inside diameter,

 Rc = core diameter
 L = grain length
 W = grain weight
 Dtheor = theoretical density from Propep

 The percent density is used rather than the actual 
density so we can compare different formulations even 
though they are tracked by individual formulation.  The data 
for a given lot and grain diameter are then recorded in a 
spreadsheet, and the average percent density and range of 
percent density are calculated.  The range (maximum minus 
minimum) is used as a measure of the within-lot variability 
rather than the standard deviation because it has been 
found to be a better measure for small lot sizes (less than 30 
samples).  Table 1 is a typical compilation of the measured 
values and calculation of the percent density.

Using SPC for Research Propellant CastingUsing SPC for Research Propellant Casting

By Marty WeiserBy Marty Weiser

Assistant Professor, Engineering & Design, Eastern Washington UniversityAssistant Professor, Engineering & Design, Eastern Washington University

B atc h 42
G rain 

weight (g)
G rain 

Length (in)
Dens ity  
(lb/ in3)

P erc ent 
Theoret ic al

Theoret ic al 
Dens ity  
(lb/ in3)

ID  c as t ing 
liner (in)

Core 
diam eter 

(in)

Liner 
Length 

(in)

Liner 
W eight 

(in)

Liner 
W eight/Length 

(g/ in)
A 1 181.2 3.023 0.0564 92.08% 0.0612 1.764 0.5 48.125 119.8 2.49
A 2 183.5 3.028 0.0570 93.14% 0.0612 1.764 0.5 48.125 119.8 2.49
B 1 181.7 3.030 0.0564 92.12% 0.0612 1.764 0.5 48.125 119.8 2.49
B 2 184.0 3.017 0.0574 93.76% 0.0612 1.764 0.5 48.125 119.8 2.49

TO TA L 730.4
A verage 0.0568 92.77%
Range 1.68%

T a b le  1 - S p re a d sh e e t Ex a m p le  o f P e rce n t T h e o re tica l De n sity Ca lcu la tio n
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 Once three lots (preferably three different batches, 
but different grain sizes will work) of a given propellant are 
obtained, the average and range are put into a summary tab 
for the propellant and are plotted.  The top portion of a typical 
summary sheet is presented in Table 2.  The overall average 
is computed for each of the three values that are tracked 

for each batch (number of grains, average percent density, 
and range of percent density).  In addition, the upper (UCL) 
and lower (LCL) control limits are calculated for the two 
measured parameters.  Cells that lie outside of the control 
limits are highlighted, but it is easier to see the trends in the 
control plots that are created from this data.
 The control limits are calculated from the overall 
average percent density (X-bar) and average range of 
percent density (R-bar) using tabulated coeffi cients that 
depend upon the sample size as listed in Table 3.
 Range
  LCL = D2 • R-bar
  UCL = D3 • R-bar
 Density
  LCL = X-bar – A2 • R-bar
  UCL = X-bar + A2 • R-bar

S am ple 
S iz e =  n

A2 D 3 D 4

2 1.88 0 3.267
3 1.023 0 2.574
4 0.729 0 2.282
5 0.577 0 2.114
6 0.483 0 2.004
7 0.419 0.076 1.924
8 0.373 0.136 1.864
9 0.337 0.184 1.816

10 0.308 0.223 1.777

T able  3 - S P C  C oe fficie nts

Grains Average R ange
Average 6.8        93.9% 1.7%
UC L 94.7% 3.4%
LC L 93.1% 0.0%

B atc h D ate Form ula S iz e

X-axis
(batc h -  

s iz e) Num ber Value UC L LC L Value UC L LC L
35 22-Feb-09 A 38 35-38 23 95.2% 94.7% 93.1% 6.8% 3.4% 0.0%
35 22-Feb-09 A 75 35-75 9 95.0% 94.7% 93.1% 2.4% 3.4% 0.0%
37 22-Apr-09 A 38 37-38 8 95.3% 94.7% 93.1% 1.9% 3.4% 0.0%
37 22-Apr-09 A 54 37-54 8 93.6% 94.7% 93.1% 1.5% 3.4% 0.0%
37 22-Apr-09 A 75 37-75 6 95.1% 94.7% 93.1% 1.0% 3.4% 0.0%
38 3-May-09 A 38 38-38 15 95.8% 94.7% 93.1% 3.6% 3.4% 0.0%
38 3-May-09 A 54 38-54 8 93.0% 94.7% 93.1% 1.1% 3.4% 0.0%
38 3-May-09 A 75 38-75 6 94.5% 94.7% 93.1% 1.3% 3.4% 0.0%
39 3-May-09 A 98 39-98 5 93.0% 94.7% 93.1% 1.0% 3.4% 0.0%
40 14-Jun-09 A 54 40-54 16 92.3% 94.7% 93.1% 4.0% 3.4% 0.0%
40 14-Jun-09 A 75 40-75 4 93.5% 94.7% 93.1% 1.7% 3.4% 0.0%
42 7-Jul-09 A 54 42-54 4 92.8% 94.7% 93.1% 1.7% 3.4% 0.0%
42 7-Jul-09 A 98 42-98 3 90.9% 94.7% 93.1% 0.9% 3.4% 0.0%

Average D ens ity R ange of D ens ity

T able  2 - S ummary of G rain  D e nsity for S P C  P lotting
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 For the sake of simplicity and plotting in Excel, I use 
the average sample size rather than the technically correct 
actual sample size for each lot.  This may result in the 
apparent error of some of the smaller batches being shown 
as out of control and of some of the larger batches being 
shown as in control when they are not.

Photo by NASA



 The range values are plotted along with their control 
limits in the range chart as shown in Figure 1.  This is 
used to determine if the batch is in control.  It answers the 
questions:
• How well did our process and materials work on that 

particular day for that grain size?
• Were there any grains with very high or very low 

densities?
If there are lots that are out of control, the fi rst step is to check 
data entry and the measurements, since that is a typical 
cause of such events.  If those are correct, it is then time to 
determine the specifi c cause of the out-of-control event.  We 
fi nd that the most common cause is a low-density grain that 
when cut apart reveals voids due to poor packing.  You will 
note that we had three lots that were out of control as we 
refi ned our process—the fi rst was due to inexperience with 
the formula, while the next two were smaller grains done 
on a warm day, so the curative had kicked in fairly strongly 
by the time we packed the last grains.  The more recent 
out-of-control point was due to very poor packing by an 
inexperienced team member.
 If the range chart is in control or if the out-of-control 
points can be explained by a special cause as described 
above, the next step is to plot the X-bar chart, as shown in 
Figure 2.  This chart answers the questions:
• Is the overall process in control from lot to lot?

• Are there any trends that need to be investigated and 
either corrected or exploited?

 As you can see, we have had far more lots out of 
control in this chart than in the range chart.  This has led 
us to scrap a number of lots (some before and some after 
CATOs) and to make some process modifi cations.  The two 
biggest modifi cations were to dry the materials before use 
and to switch from PAPI-94 to a slower curative, since this 
formula contains zinc, which acts as a cure catalyst.  The low 
readings in recent lots can be attributed to incomplete drying 
of the materials.
 There are commercial software packages available 
to perform the calculations and plotting above, but they are 
often expensive and contain far more features than we need 
for research rocketry.  I have compiled an Excel spreadsheet 
that is available on the NorthWest Rocketry website at www.
northwestrocketry.com.  This spreadsheet uses both the 
average number of grains per batch as discussed above and 
the more accurate actual number of grains per batch.  It color 
codes the control limit lines—excursions past the red line are 
bad, and the cause should be corrected, while excursions 
past the green line are good, and the cause should be 
exploited in the future. I can be reached at martyweiser@
comcast.net or mweiser@ewu.edu if you have any further 
questions.
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 This article is the culmination of a research project 
to develop a handheld, wireless, bidirectional, four-channel 
(but expandable) rocket-launch system for high-power 
amateur rockets. The experiments reported were conducted 
on March 6, 2010, at a Tripoli-sanctioned launch of the 
TRA #81 Phoenix Missile Works rocket club at Winterboro, 
Alabama.

I want to thank the Phoenix Missile Works club 
and especially Carl Hicks, the Range Safety Offi cer (RSO), 
for their allowing me to conduct my experiments and 
occupy an M-pad for the better part of a day. Also, special 
thanks to Kathy Huff and Carey Huff for their photographic 
assistance. 

Project developer and experimenter
Craig Kuechenmeister TRA #10594

PROJECT: to perform in-fi eld tests and evaluations of 
a wireless, bidirectional, four-channel 418 MHz rocket-
launching system and two accessories.

Objectives:
 Test the operation and evaluate the practicality of:
 1. a bidirectional wireless rocket-launch system
 2. a simple self-detaching rocket umbilical power  
 system
 3. an audible immanent launch Klaxon warning and  
 tick countdown system

Testing and measurement procedures (where relevant):
 1. objective instrumented measurements (distance,  
 current, voltage, resistance, etc.)
 2. subjective measurements (practicality,   
 usefulness, signal strength, loudness, distance   
 guessing, etc.)
 3. evidential photographic records

Evaluation methods:
Evaluations will be provided by those present . . . 
“pass/fail” or ordinal ratings (on a scale of 1 to 5, 
where 1 = poor, 2 = fair, 3 = acceptable, 4 = good, 
and 5 = very good).

Equipment needed:
All equipment will be provided by the investigator 
with the exception of a launch pad, rail, and some 
sources of RFI (radio frequency interference) such 
as cell phones and FM broadcast transmitters.

Required assistants and tasks (some multiple tasks can be 
accomplished by an individual):
 1. evaluators (see above)
 2. help carrying launch equipment to and from pad
 3. photographers (2) to operate video equipment 
during umbilical tests
 4. pad equipment operator(s)
 5. launch controller operator
 6. FRS communications handlers
 7. miscellaneous

Note: Experimental results and/or comments are reported 
in red.  

Experiment 1
RE: Bidirectional wireless launch system

Procedures
1. Determine reliable bidirectional operating range 
of RF system using only simple omni directional 
antennae. Use objective and subjective signal 
strength measurements.

 Good to 200’ with no hand-held launcher console  
 (HHLC) antenna
 Good to approx. 2000’ with antenna (point at which  
 I got tired of walking)
 Rating: 5/5
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 2. Determine simultaneous multiple launch   
 operation (use multiple igniters?)

Blew 6 in parallel on single channel (something 
less than 1 Ohm at the alligator clips). Minimum 
programmed pulse duration is 1 sec. . . . Therefore, 
I suspect they all may not have burned in same 
precise instant, but who cares?

 Rating: 5/5
3. Determine RFI susceptibility of RF launch 
system. (objective measurements of signal strength 
where possible)

  a. 222 MHz tracker transmitter    
              susceptibility (none noticeable at 
  separation < 1’)
  b. 900 MHZ telemetry transmitter   
  susceptibility (none noticeable at
   separation < 1’)

c. 800/900 MHZ cell phone transmitter 
susceptibility (none noticeable at 
separation < 1’)

  d. FRS transmitter susceptibility (none   
  noticeable at < 1’ FRS transmit 
  and receive)

e. local PA FM broadcasting transmitter 
susceptibility (not tested: system wasn’t 
present)

  f. other (not tested)
  g. all at once  (not tested)
  The demonstrated resistance to RFI   
  amazed me.

  Rating: 5/5 with missing tests caveat 

 4. Determine safety of launch equipment.
a. instrumental measurements of channel 
igniter continuity current (<<1.0 milliamp 
RMS).

  265 microamps true RMS max (all 4   
  channels):  exceeds design specs.
  Rating: 5/5
  b. detection or handling of igniter situations  
  and anomalies

(1) power cycling of controller and 
launcher with sensitive igniter 
connected
No problem observed: only a 
fool would not be a doubter here 
(witness Toyota and Audi)

   Rating: reserved pass
(2) sensitive, high impedance 
igniter, never-fi re operation 
(Davey fi re or conductive formula 
type?) 0.000265 Amps can’t fi re 
anything of which I am aware 
(tested on sensitive bridge-wire 
electric matches . . . none burned.  
Couldn’t fi nd any of the conductive 
formula type. **THIS NEEDS TO 
BE TESTED**)    Rating: reserved 
pass

   (3) high current igniter (paralleled  
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   igniters?):  see 2 above
(4) opens (no continuity indicated) 
-  <1k Ohms = continuity, >50k = 
open.  Rating:  pass
(5) shorts (Warning: though 
15 or 20 Amp fuse protected, 
this test may be destructive) 
***Perform postmortem test of 
relay for contact welding or contact 
damage***

   Needless to say, this test was   
   conducted after all other tests.

15A and 20A fuses blew. 
Postmortem of relay shows: no 
contact welding, but some contact 
pitting discernable . . . relay still 
completely operable. (Note: relay 
contact alloy is very important for 
survival under this test)

   Rating: pass
   (6)other:  enough for now

Overall tally for experiment 1: Rating 5/5: exceeded design 
goals
   
   

Experiment 2
Re: Umbilical rocket power system under control of 

bidirectional wireless launch system

Procedures
 1. Determine practicality of placement of the   
 umbilical connector to rocket.

Obviously shouldn’t be placed on rail side of rocket 
but rather on front centerline or to within about 
45 degrees either side of centerline. Too high on 

rocket, and you can’t reach it; too low, and it can’t 
swing far enough away to prevent getting fried at 
launch. This could still be a problem even when 
placed high on large rockets (fi reproof umbilical 
connector?).Rating:  pass . . . (Current placement 
okay for my 6’- 5” (see photos))
2. Determine safe and convenient placement of 
umbilical tower (connector and cable must drop 
and swing away to clear all parts of the rocket prior 
to launch).
Tried at right angle to rocket. Dumb. Umbilical 
dropped and hit rail stand leg, with some damage 
to gold contact (fortunately fi eld replaceable) 
pins. In front only, baby. Distance of tower/pylon 
from rocket is critical. Flame damage if too close, 
obviously. Proper height, distance, and cable 
length adjustments lead to soft drop into the grass 
at a safe distance. Height of tower at same level as 
umbilical connector on the rocket seems ideal.

 Rating:- pass after some fi ddling
3. Determine operation and practicality of release 
charge time to Ready as indicated by relevant 
channel Continuity at controller.
With fresh battery (AA cell) and release charger 
fully discharged, Continuity/Ready was indicated 
on the HHLC in about 16 sec. (less after fi rst use).

 Rating: pass . . . I’m patient
4. Determine umbilical release system operation 
using two inclusive video recording views of igniter 
ignition and umbilical-connector release in same 
camera view. Note: umbilical must clear rocket 
before launch commences . . . motor-ignition delay 
considered.

  Under condition:
   (1) igniter and umbilical-release   
   signal coincident on same channel

Continuity LEDs

Armed LEDs

Arming Buttons

Arm Multiple Pads

Keylock

Handheld Launch 
Controller Rain Skirt12v Battery cables

 Antenna connector

 Salvaged CASH box

 Continuity leds

 AC rain shield
pad cables

Launch Box
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   (2) igniter and umbilical-release   
   signal coincident on separate   
   channels

Final determination of step 4 results may require 
stop-motion review of video recordings. 
This was a surprise to me. On site, I would have 
sworn that the umbilical dropped before the igniter 
fi red. Still-frame analysis indicates it’s a tie under 
both conditions (see photos). Condition (1) is one 
with both gray and yellow wires on igniter, (2) with 
just yellow.  Whether igniter and umbilical-release 
channels are tied together or separate doesn’t 
seem to matter. Note: the igniters were 0.6 grams 
of FFFF BP bridge-wire fi red. Rating: pass under 
both conditions

Experiment 3
Re: Audible warning Klaxon and countdown tick system

Procedures
1. Determine practical utility of audible warning 
Klaxon and countdown tick. (use of other sounds 
possible?)

  a. useful or just cool?   
  If useful, is it reasonably audible at   
  distances involved?
  b. positioning for good audibility (near, at  
  pad, high, low, on ground, etc.)
  c. more useful if combined with visual   
  warning?
  d. etc.

This last experiment was inspired by the Olympic 
skiing events that used a similar system. The 
consensus of those present was that the Klaxon 
warning and countdown tick were cute, or 
something, but not useful. For what it’s worth, 
a 25W car alarm is audible at M-pad distance. 
Addition of a visual warning would probably gain 
little. Rating: fail

Observations and Conclusions

It is gratifying that my work has proved largely successful 
and may be useful to rocketry. This project has been fully 
documented, and for now, I am making the documentation 
available, for the cost of duplication, to qualifi ed Tripoli 
rocketeers.

For what it’s worth, observations made during the conduct 
of this project:

1. Beware. Some electric matches don’t combust, 
but seem to confl agrate, when hit with lo-z 12V 
sources. They just burn the bridge-wire, and 
nothing else happens. Guess they’re meant 
only for hi-z sources like 9V or less batteries. 
Apparently, instead of heating the charge to 
combustion, the wire just melts (or vaporizes) at 
its highest resistance point with no generalized 
heating taking place.

2. Pocket digital camcorders are not very good for 
stop-frame analyses. For whatever reason, their 
resolution is just not good enough. The camcorder 
(“movie”) mode of many digital cameras is fi ne.

3. Free, internet-available Picasa 3 is great 
for still-framing digital video streams. Highly 
recommended.

 4. A 25W car alarm is audible at M-pad distance.  
 (RE: Experiment 3 above)

 5. Music stands are useful for more than music . . .   
 see antenna photo.

 6. Project leading to Experiment 2 is probably   
 worth a report.

7. HHLC can operate, under normal conditions, for 
>15 hours on a single 3.6V 2300 mAh AA lithium 
battery.

 Umbilical release-condition 2 (see text) Umbilical release-condition 1 (see text)

ignitor
ignitor

 Separation just beginning  Separation just beginning
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 8. Launcher box operating time is about the same  
 as HHLC.

 9. Operational distance for bidirectional wireless   
 system tested is at least 2000’.

 10.  Bidirectional wireless system, as tested,   
 seems to be RFI tolerant.

 11. Launcher end, as tested, seems to be pad-goof  
 up tolerant and suffi ciently igniter-safe.

Simple 1/4 omnidirectional antenna atop music stand

Rocket umbilical system setup

Umbilical on rocket, ground side connects to 
this on the rocket

Ground side of umbilical system

 Salvaged music stand

 1/4 wave (omnidirectional)
antenna (from brazing rod)
(with red rain shield)
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Having fl own most every Estes kit available at my 
local hobby store some 35 years ago I was introduced to 
high-power rocketry by my friend and neighbor Dave Connet.  
Like many “born-again” rocketeers I was enamored by the 
progress with the motors and thus began a rather long and 
so far, arduous and expensive journey.  Thanks a lot Dave.
 My fi rst and only kit rocket was a modifi ed PML kit 
that burned in on a level 1 attempt right in front of the staff 
from Rockets Magazine.  Of that fl ight Mr. McGilvray wrote, 
“Paul will have to take this lesson back to the drawing board 
and try again.”  And so I have.  I have since built four more 
scratch built iterations of 54mm rockets powered by 38mm 
motors.  This build is my 5th, and fi nal, iteration of that basic 
design.  The rocket is:

- 2.285 inch diameter; 
- 40 inches long;
- Sustainer weight is 1,585 grams;
- Loads AT-RMS 38-1080 and CTI 6GXL motors; 
- Power series n to the ½ nosecone;
- Dual deploy (68 inch X form main - 23 inch X 

form drogue);
- Aluminum cased electronics bay (Raven 

altimeter - Walston beacon);
- Aluminum thrust bulkhead and coupler;
- Milled aluminum fi ns;
- Tailcone with embedded motor retainer and fi n 

alignment;
- Achieved max velocity of Mach 1.3 and altitude 

≈ 12,960 feet AGL;

 The basic design of the rocket is such that the upper 
section containing the nose, recovery gear and electronics 
bay can be fi tted to multiple booster sections.  The top 
stage is designed to be as compact lengthwise as possible.  
Similarly, the boosters are only 0.550 of an inch longer than 
the longest case they are designed to accommodate.  This 
results in the shortest rocket practicable for the payload 
and motor requirements thus reducing drag and increasing 
altitude.  To date I have built three boosters.  Baby booster 
which housed up to an ATI 38-360 case.  Mid booster which 
houses up to an ATI 38-720 case and big booster which 
houses the ATI 38-1080 & CTI 38 6GXL cases and is the 
subject of this article.  Describing big booster in greater detail 
from the bottom up we have:

Tail Cone Assembly and Fins:
 The tail cone assembly is vacuum cast, heat cured 
epoxy with the motor mount portion of a 38mm HAMR motor 
retainer cast into the tail cone assembly.  When loaded, the 
motor, including the nozzle, sit fl ush with the bottom of the 
tail-cone.  The top portion of the tail cone assembly aligns 
the tail cone into the body tube, centers the motor mount 
tube therein and has fi n guide slots that precisely align the 
fi ns.  

The fi ns are milled out of aluminum and tapered 
to 0.020 inch thick on the edges and 0.196 inches at the 
thickest point.  The fi n root length is 3.800 inches and the 
semi span is 1.4 inches.  Because the body tube ID is 2.150 
inches and the motor mount tube OD is 1.650 inches there 

Plus or minus 
five thousandths 
of an inch

By Paul Bogdanich
Photos by Paul Bogdanich
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is approximately 0.250 inch of inside gap on each fi n.  The 
fi ns were made so the fi n tab sits fl ush to the motor mount 
tube and then the interior void is fi lled with epoxy to cement 
the fi n tab into the void between the body and motor mount 
tubes.  This size of this epoxy fi ll also serves to add the 
appropriate weight to the tail end of the rocket for close CG 
adjustments.

While this fi n size is very small for a 40 inch rocket, 
big booster achieved a velocity of about 100 fps by the time 
the rocket left the 72” tower so the rocket fl ew perfectly 
straight in light wind to an altitude of ≈ 12,960 feet AGL.  At 
ground level wind speeds of about 8 mph the rocket turned 
into the wind by about 10 degrees right at the top of the 
tower and then fl ew straight as an arrow at that inclination to 
≈ 11,640 feet AGL on a slightly smaller motor than the later 
higher fl ight.  So all in all the fi ns are just a bit too aggressive 
and the rocket needs special care but fl ies great when 
conditions allow.  

I would also mention that the simulations indicated 
that the projected altitude was on the order of 12,400 feet 
whereas the rocket achieved an altitude in excess of 12,900 
feet.  When I adjusted the simulation to make the fi n thickness 
.060 that raised the simulation altitude to approximately 
12,700 feet so I am thinking that the milled aluminum fi ns 
were most likely responsible for the measured altitude above 
the simulated altitude.

Thrust Bulkhead / Coupler:
 At the top of the motor tube there is a thrust bulkhead 
/ coupler.  A “thrust bulkhead” means that the motor pushes 
against the bulkhead and drives the rocket from that point 
rather than push on the motor retainer driving the rocket 
from the rear.  This splits the weight of the rocket into two 
parts where the tail section is merely being dragged along 
for the ride.  This in turn means that the only inertial forces 
that the body tube and coupler must support are created by 
the weight above the bulkhead rather than the weight of the 
entire rocket.  This reduces maximum dynamic pressure in 
this particular rocket because maximum dynamic pressure 
is reached before the rocket leaves the tower and is caused 
by inertial forces incident to peak instantaneous acceleration 
which was approximately 80Gs.  This is very different from 
drag related peak dynamic pressure one would expect 
to encounter on a rocket with a much higher maximum 
velocity.
 The thrust bulkhead is milled out of solid aluminum 
and centers the top of the motor mount tube within the 
body tube.  The connection point on top of the bulkhead 
is a cast titanium pad eye.  The thrust bulkhead is glued 
into the body tube and is reinforced by 6 set screws.  The 
thrust bulkhead also seals the motor compartment form all 
compartments above it making motor ejection impossible as 
well as protecting the upper compartments form any motor 
failure events.  This design feature proved useful as baby 
booster did in fact CATO on an H242-T motor on the planned 
laundry test.  The CATO destroyed the booster section with 
no damage to any of the compartments above it.  As to how 
or why an H242-T had a CATO I am at a loss to explain.  To 
reconcile the length differential between an ATI 38-1080 case 
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and a CTI 38 6GXL case I use a milled aluminum spacer to 
keep each motor pushing against the thrust bulkhead.  

Drogue Compartment:
 Atop the coupler sits a 4.475 inch drogue 
compartment.  In this compartment there is a 23 inch X form 
drogue chute with 1/8 inch shroud lines.  The chute itself, 
the shroud lines and the shock cord are Kevlar, Kevlar and 
Technora respectively.  This means no wadding or chute 
protection of any kind are required.  The lower shock cords 
are 20 feet long connected to the parachute through a swivel 
with another swivel at the pad eye on the booster.  The 
observed rate of decent on the drogue was ≈ 60 fps.  The 
drogue compartment sleeve is attached to the coupler by 
two #2-56 nylon shear screws.       

Electronics Bay:  
 The electronics bay is the heart of the rocket.  The 
complete assembly has a central bay with threads top and 
bottom that screw into threaded sleeves that are glued 
into the fore and aft parachute compartment body tubes.  
The barrel, caps and connecting sleeves are all machined 
aluminum.  The interior bay space is 2.005 inches ID by 
1.805 inch interior height.  The sealed bay with top and 
bottom caps in place is 1.985 inches long from cap to cap.  
Pad eyes on both the top and bottom caps are connected to 
each other by two #8 x 2.5 inch screws that run the length 
of the bay through the 0.090 thick aluminum caps and are 
secured on the top by nylock nuts.
 In the interior of the barrel there is an acetyl assembly 
mounting a Raven altimeter, a Walston transmitter, a power 
switch and a battery pack containing two Tadiran HLC-1520 
hybrid layer capacitors.  Each HLCs cell is a rechargeable, 
3.9 volt, 210 Amp second unit.  The battery pack is capable 
of throwing a combined 12 Amp burst of current when wired 
in series.  The HLCs are rated to 750 Gs for shock and 
vibration.  The HLCs are cast into an epoxy block with an 
imbedded four prong female connector.  By changing the 
wiring on the male connector the HLCs can be charged 
individually, run in parallel, run in series or run separately.  
The whole battery pack weighs 25 grams which is less than 
half the weight of a single 9 volt battery.  
 The Raven altimeter speaks for itself and if you 
are unfamiliar with the unit I would urge you to review it at 
Featherweight altimeters dot com.  The Raven is 1.8 inches 
long and has 0.0025 inch clearance top and bottom when 
mounted within the sealed bay.  The Walston is contained 
within the sealed bay to ensure survivability should there be 
a ballistic recovery problem.  While the Walston is a pure 
beacon and not a GPS unit, in my estimation it is still the 
best, most durable beacon available and the light weight 
gives broader latitude for positioning the beacon within the 
rocket without moving the center of gravity off the long axis 
of the rocket.  
 The fore and aft caps have o-rings that seal the 
interior from any ejection gasses and the compartment 
is ventilated by a single 1/8 inch fl ush duct drilled at a 60 
degree angle.  In the center of the fl ush duct there is a guide 
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hole and a 0.080 inch diameter Phillips head screw driver 
is inserted into the guide hole which engages the power 
screw switch which powers the altimeter on and off.  I use 
redundant e-matches around a single ejection charge to 
deploy the drogue.  To accomplish this I had to build a 3 wire 
through the cap connector to suit.  One drogue channel is set 
to barometric apogee detect and the other to accelerometer 
apogee detect.  Needless to say getting the drogue out near 
the top is by far my highest recovery priority.  

The assembly also contains an embedded 0.4 
Ohm resistor to shield the FETs on the altimeter from 
excess current transmitted through plasma or an otherwise 
unexplained dead short to the battery.  The resisted circuit 
limits the current through the altimeter to < 8 Amps on a 
dead short.  The observed current draw during fl ight was 
just about 7 Amps with the batteries charged to 3.78 Volts 
operating at an ambient temperature of approximately 90 
degrees.  Testing indicates that a battery charge of 3.91 Volts 
should provide the same current operating at an ambient 
temperature of 30 degrees.  

Main Chute Compartment:
 The main chute compartment is 7.082 inches long 
and contains one 68 inch X form parachute.  The main 
chute is sewn from 1.8 ounce per yard Kevlar cloth.  Again 
the chute, shroud lines and the shock cords are all made 
of fi reproof material so no wadding or chute protectors are 
required.  The observed rate of decent on the main chute 
was ≈ 20 fps.  I would also like to thank Gary and Mickey at 
Top Flight Recovery for working with me on the design and 
sewing the chutes.  They did a great job.  The main chute 
compartment is connected to the nose cone shoulder using 
two #2-56 nylon shear screws.  

Nose Cone:
 This rocket is only designed to fl y commercial 38 
mm motors so I do not have the concerns occasioned by 
Mike Fischer’s 38 mm motors.  In particular even using the 
highest impulse commercial motor available in that size, the 
rocket only achieved a maximum velocity of approximately 
Mach 1.3.  A near Mach experience if you will.  

Having read some research by Gary S. Crowell 
Sr. it appears that for near Mach vehicles the best possible 
nose shape is somewhat blunt.  To excerpt Mr. Crowell, 
“Therefore their greatest concern is fl ight performance in the 
transonic region from .8 to 1.2 Mach.”  “The Von Karman or 
Power Series  n = ½ are preferable to the popular Conical 
or Ogive shapes for this purpose.”  “Fighter aircraft are 
probably good examples of nose shapes optimized for the 
transonic region.”  However as Mr. Crowell also points out, 
commercially available Power Series n = ½ nosecones are 
very rare so I had to make mine. 
 To get the transonic benefi ts of the blunted shape 
maintaining fi delity of the aerodynamic surface was very 
important.  To solve that problem I had aluminum nose cone 
blanks machined to .0001 inch tolerance, made exterior 
molds of the blanks and then vacuum cast those molds 
using a mandrel to create the interior space.  The completed 
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nose cone weighs 275 grams and is a void free cast of high 
impact (>85 ft-lbs / inch), heat resistant (GTT > 250F) epoxy 
with a minimum wall thickness of 0.125 inches.    For those 
of you wondering why I did not just use the aluminum blank 
that is because it was not hollow and making it so would 
have cost a great deal.

The upper portion of the nose cone was then fi tted 
with an anchor to attach the shock cord to.  This anchor 
also serves as the fi nishing weight for the nose end of the 
rocket.  The nose cone is 6.333 inches long.  As an aside if 
anyone needs a power series n = ½, 54 mm, 6.333 inch long 
nose cone, please let me know.  Now that all the jigs, molds 
and mandrels are made it would be relatively easy to make 
additional copies.  The interior dimension at the point where 
the anchor attaches is the size of 29mm motor tube and is 
1.1 inches in length.  Using this connection point one can 
build things into the nose cone if desired.   

CG, CP, Weight and Paint:
 Before I built the rocket I modeled it extensively 
and one of the things I wanted to accomplish was optimal 
mass and an appropriately placed CG relative to the CP.  
The fi nished rocket was over design weight by 10 grams 
and the static loaded margin was at 0.9 in accordance with 
the design.  Flight experience and post fl ight simulating and 
testing indicates that I would have been better off with a 
static margin around 2.0 instead of 0.90.  The simulations 
infer that the increased margin would have mitigated or 
eliminated that kick to the wind at the top of the tower that 
was observed with ground level winds of about 8 mph.
 Keeping the rocket close to the design weight 
using fi berglass body tube top to bottom also proved non 
trivial.  Most fi berglass tube I looked at weighed at least 14 
grams per linear inch which was too heavy.  As luck would 
have it I came across a motor mount tube to a Gizmo from 
Performance Rocketry.  That tube was 54mm G-10 tube 
that weighed under 12 grams per linear inch.  So I called 
Performance, got some lengths of tube and made weight.  
Thank you Curtis as your tube made it possible for me to 
make the rocket with G-10 body tube top to bottom.
 As to the paint or lack thereof, after the number of 
problems I have had with various rocket builds I am of the 
school that a rocket has to earn its paint job.  If the rocket 
performs to design then it gets paint.  Maybe.  I kind of like 
the all fi berglass, gray nose, shiny aluminum fi n  look it has 
now so I am still thinking about paint.        

Conclusion:
 I mentioned in the introduction how my level one 
rocket burnt in right in front of the staff from Rockets Magazine 
and I have a confession.  When I got back into rocketry I 
fi gured “how hard can it be?”  Right?  In my ignorance I was 
one of those idiots who showed up at my fi rst launch with 
both my level one and level two builds in the truck.

Well my level one rocket burnt in because the piston 
stuck in the sewer pipe on a cold day.  A year later after 
testing the thing four freaking times on H motors my level 
two rocket burnt in because of an out of spec electronic 
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component combined with a weakened Li-Po battery on 
a cold day.  This is why I subsequently sourced the HLCs 
to replace the LiPo batteries as the LiPo batteries suffered 
severe performance degradation at temperatures below 32 
degrees.   
 Well that taught me.  I now take it one step at a time, 
test each component thoroughly and only integrate proven 
components into subsequent designs.  As to the current 
build I thought about it a lot during the planning stage and 
could see no obvious reason why it should fail and it did not.  
I have fl own the top end successfully 6 times, four times on 
mid booster and twice on big booster making multiple fl ights 
in a day.

I also mentioned in the introductory paragraph 
how my friend and neighbor David Connet got me back to 
rocketry.  I feel I should mention that Dave died of cancer 
in April 2010 so he did not get to see this build fl y.  I used 
to bring the rocket over for his inspection at various stages 
of completion and he had nice things to say about it as well 
as a suggestion here and there.  I would like to thank Dave 
for getting me back into rocketry in general and into high-
power rocketry in particular.  Dave was a good humored 
gentleman with traditional English manners and an engineer 
with a passion for fi reworks.  His saxons were amazing.  I, 
and most everyone who knew him, shall miss him.
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Featured FlierFeatured Flier

Charlie is growing in rocketry in leaps and 
bounds.  He fl ies out of ICBM, in Orangeburg, South 
Carolina. Charlie has led two TARC Teams to the National 
Championship rounds, in 2008 and 2009, and he placed 
fourth with his USLI Team in 2010. This young man with 
high aspirations earned his Level Three in January 2009 
and hasn’t looked back since. 
 Not only does Charlie fl y, he also teaches with 
the North Carolina Science Olympiad, getting students 
interested in fl ying entry-level bottle rockets. Rocketry 
has become a family affair with the Orgino family. 
Charlie’s father is working on his Level Three, and his 
mom is currently a Level Two.  The latest project Charlie 
is working on is his full-scale Wac Corporal. It has fl own 
successfully on an N-2000 and will fl y at LDRS 30 on an 
O motor,  with the Tiny Tim Booster. 

Charlie Orgino
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Advanced Model RocketryAdvanced Model RocketryAdvanced Model RocketryAdvanced Model RocketryAdvanced Model Rocketry

Modern High-Power Rocketry Modern High-Power Rocketry Modern High-Power Rocketry Modern High-Power Rocketry Modern High-Power Rocketry 22222

Your complete resource book of high-power rocketry material.  With 18 18 18 18 18

chapters, 388388388388388 pages, 800800800800800  photographs and case  histories from rock-

eteers around the world, Level 1 through Level 3, you won’t need to look

anywhere else in your quest to move up in the field of high-power rocketry.

“Modern High Power Rocketry 2 is an ABSOLUTELY“Modern High Power Rocketry 2 is an ABSOLUTELY“Modern High Power Rocketry 2 is an ABSOLUTELY“Modern High Power Rocketry 2 is an ABSOLUTELY“Modern High Power Rocketry 2 is an ABSOLUTELY
ESSENTIAL guide to the sport of flying large modelESSENTIAL guide to the sport of flying large modelESSENTIAL guide to the sport of flying large modelESSENTIAL guide to the sport of flying large modelESSENTIAL guide to the sport of flying large model
rockets...I wish I had it way back when I started...”rockets...I wish I had it way back when I started...”rockets...I wish I had it way back when I started...”rockets...I wish I had it way back when I started...”rockets...I wish I had it way back when I started...”
--Terry McCreary, Amazon.com, author of --Terry McCreary, Amazon.com, author of --Terry McCreary, Amazon.com, author of --Terry McCreary, Amazon.com, author of --Terry McCreary, Amazon.com, author of ExperimentalExperimentalExperimentalExperimentalExperimental
Composite PropellantComposite PropellantComposite PropellantComposite PropellantComposite Propellant

“““““I found it a fascinating read and a unique way to spreadI found it a fascinating read and a unique way to spreadI found it a fascinating read and a unique way to spreadI found it a fascinating read and a unique way to spreadI found it a fascinating read and a unique way to spread
collective knowledge...Great single source of high-collective knowledge...Great single source of high-collective knowledge...Great single source of high-collective knowledge...Great single source of high-collective knowledge...Great single source of high-
power knowledge...”power knowledge...”power knowledge...”power knowledge...”power knowledge...”
--Tim Quigg, Extreme Rocketry and author, --Tim Quigg, Extreme Rocketry and author, --Tim Quigg, Extreme Rocketry and author, --Tim Quigg, Extreme Rocketry and author, --Tim Quigg, Extreme Rocketry and author, Level OneLevel OneLevel OneLevel OneLevel One
CertificationCertificationCertificationCertificationCertification

Only $32.50 plus $4 shipping (US) (Free shipping to NAR/Tripoli/CAR  mem-
bers with ID). Send orders to: Modern HPR PressModern HPR PressModern HPR PressModern HPR PressModern HPR Press 2904 Harlinsdale
DriveRock Hill, SC 29732, or check our website at www.modernhpr.comwww.modernhpr.comwww.modernhpr.comwww.modernhpr.comwww.modernhpr.com
for a book dealer near you.  Dealer inquiries are welcome.  Write us at
moparmbc@aol.com.
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Alabama
(Central Alabama) Christopher Short (850) 554-6531

(Huntsville) Walt Stafford (256) 829-0869
(Birmingham) Carl Hicks (205) 924-9612

Alaska
(Anchorage) Steven Cords (907) 344-8225

Arizona
(Paradise Valley) Mark Clark (623) 877-6814

(Phoenix) Bob Heninger (623) 505-3964
(Tuscon) Eric Burch (520) 975-6450

California
(Los Angeles) Rick Magee (805) 584-6934
(Anaheim) Richard O’Neil (909) 646-9126

(Mojave Desert) Kevin Metzler (661) 256-3261
(Central California) Jack Garibaldi (209) 986-5829

(AERO-PAC) Robert Briody (408) 379-1057

Colorado
(Colorado) James Russell (303) 425-7184

(North Colorado) Joe Hinton (303) 449-9344

Connecticutt
(SE Connecticutt) Rob Bazinet (860) 974-3994
(Connecticutt) Christian Colby (203) 753-1974

Delaware
Darren Wright (302) 777-3036

Florida
(Tampa) John Mackiewicz (727) 934-4783

(South Florida) John Schultz (305) 284-8205
(Ft Myers) Harold Sasloe (239) 267-0172

(West Palm) Allen Bycheck (561) 798-0691
(Space Coast) Gary Dahlke (321) 634-5102

Georgia
(Atlanta) www.Tripoliatlanta.info 

Hawaii
(Hawaii) Michael Masuda (808) 737-1384

Idaho
(Idaho) Vern Knowles (208) 939-1076

Illinois
(Chicago) Robert Justus (847) 541-0739

(Quad Cities) Stephen Wilson (309) 791-0866
(Central Illinois) Gary Buck (217) 841-4777

(Peoria) Patrick Hibbs (309) 243-9369

Indiana
(Brazil) Michael Hedges (812) 446-3160

(Fort Wayne) Mark Rogers (765) 584-4671
(Lafayette) Vic Barlow (765) 414-2848

Iowa
(Iowa) Jeff  Barnes (319) 862-0159

Kansas
(Kansas) Bob Brown (316) 634-1107
(Mo-Kan) Martin Cox (816) 734-0585

Kentucky
(Blue Grass) Darryl Hankes (270) 299-2424

Louisiana
Paul San Soucie (225) 622-1219

Maine
(Cherryfi eld) Richard Willey (207) 546-2677

(Maine) Philip Hathaway (207) 532-9805

Maryland
Neil McGilvray (410) 884-4151

Massachussettes
Steven Schwab (508) 645-2405

Michigan
(Michigan) Ken Zeuner (248) 348-2348
(Jackson) Scott Miller (269) 370-7929

(Michiana) Wayne Dennis (269) 236-6625
(U. Michigan) William Bertoldi (906) 774-0419

Minnesota
(S Minnesota) David Donvan (507) 281-5683
(Minnesota) Dave Leininger (763) 433-9198
(Twin Cities) Ky Michaelson (952) 884-5870

Missouri
(St Louis) Bruce Weidner (636) 227-7999

(Columbia Missouri) Mark Grant (573) 442-2612

Montana
Dale Emery (406) 256-6425

Nebraska
(Heartland Organization of  Rocketry)

 Kevin Trojanowski (402) 292-4101

Nevada
(Northern Nevada) Kevin Turner (775) 934-8948

(Las Vegas) John Sbare (702) 243-5514

New Hampshire
(Granite State) Brian McCarthy (603) 880-1606

New Jersey
(New Jersey) Lawrence Zupnyk (856) 547-9437
(North Jersey) Dennis Lappert (973)362-1246

New Mexico
(White Sands) Hugh Malcom (505) 434-5441
(Las Cruces) Russell Payne (505) 525-1682
(Albuquerque) Dennis Floyd (505) 836-3601

New York
(Albany) John Sicker (518) 399-7984

(Long Island) Michael Mooney (631) 447-2947
(Syracuse) Richard Pitzeruse (315) 468-3706

(Western New York) Debra Koloms (315) 955-6930

North Carolina
(Charlotte) Ralph Roberts (704) 568-1070

(East North Carolina) Alan Whitmore (919) 929-5552
(North Carolina) Michael Gunter (336) 643-1289

Ohio
(Northern Ohio) Chris Pearson (440) 449-2246

(T-Town Tripoli) Art Upton (419) 841-1051
(Mid Ohio) Mark Mazzon (740) 625-5027

Oklahoma
(Tulsa) Hal Ellis (918) 492-0599

(Oklahoma) Steven Sanders (405) 375-3656

Oregon
(Oregon) Gary Fillible (503) 843-3137
(Portland) Greg Clark (503) 443-3705

Pennsylvania
(Pittsburgh) Christine Rial (724) 733-7679
(Philadelphia) Philip Stein (215) 635-0118

Rhode Island
Timothy Hetland (401) 847-9522

South Carolina
Thomas Henderson (828) 466-1870

Texas
(Austin) Thomas Montemayor (512) 251-9082

(Waco) Marlin Philyaw (254) 753-8532
(Freeport) Michael Martin (713) 419-9064

(Amarillo) Pat Gorzelik (806) 488-2756
(North Texas) Dave McGuire (972) 393-1341

(Central Texas) Rick Van Voorhis (512) 990-9331
(San Antonio) David Lee Jones (210) 684-2868

(Houston) John Etgen 
(Hill Country Tripoli) Art Applewhite (830) 896-6331

Utah
(Utah) William Spillman (801) 571-5349
(Tooele) David Urbanek (801) 779-2116

Virginia
(Central Virginia)

 Michael Showalter (540) 727-7676
(East Virginia) Ed Rowe (757) 566-8012

(Tripoli Western Virginia) Charles Neff  (540) 885-3138

Washington
(Puget Sound) Brad Wright (425) 246-0781

(Blackhole Amateur Rocketry)
 Harold Kellams (509) 536-5381

Wisconsin
(Green Bay) Frank Nobile (262) 677-2992
(Wisconsin) Daniel Byra (262) 637-5552

(Manitowoc) Eric Cayemberg (920) 629-9541

Tripoli International
Australia

Rudolf  Horvat 03 5229 6334

Canada
(Southern Ontario) Jim Smith (416) 486-8548
(Toronto) Anthony Cesaroni (941) 360-3100

(Alberta) Max Baines (403) 327-3532
(Quebec) Pierre Laurendeau (514) 645-9902

(Eastern Ontario) Bill Wagstaff  (613) 836-6027
(New Brunswick) Mark Roberts (506) 454-1845

Israel
Gregory Pribush 972 7 865 6837

Italy
Stefano Figini 39 024121055

Spain
Jose Luis Cortijos 34 93 322 2881

Sweden
Rolf  Orell 46 8346127

Switzerland
Juerg Thuering 41 17511113

The Netherlands
Ramon Peeters

United Kingdom
(United Kingdom) Cath Bashford 44 20 77381544

(English Midlands) Paul Lavin 44 1582 713765
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 Thunderstruck 2010 was Tripoli 
Indiana’s fi rst journey into the uncharted 
territory of running a regional launch. 
The launch site at Ash Grove near 
West Lafayette is big, LDRS-capable 
big. The launch took place during the 
weekend of April 10 and 11, 2010. The 
launch site is a working farm where the 
remnants of the last corn crop were 
clearly evident, with over a thousand 
acres still covered in dry, brown corn 
stalks. The corn was scheduled to 
be disked under to make way for this 
year’s crop of soybeans, but Mother 
Nature made sure the ground stayed 
wet and muddy right up until the launch 
window opened. 
 Lafayette, Indiana, located 
about 63 miles northwest of Indianapolis, 
was named after the French General 
Marquis de Lafayette, who aided the 
American Army during the Revolutionary 
War. Lafayette also has a long-standing 
aeronautical heritage. It is the location 
of the fi rst offi cial airmail delivery in the 
United States. On August 17, 1859, 
John Wise piloted a balloon, starting 
on the Lafayette courthouse grounds, 
bound for New York. However, like most 
airborne activities, the weather didn’t 
cooperate, and the balloon was forced 
down in Crawfordsville, Indiana, one 
county away. The mail fi nally reached 
its destination by train. 
 One hundred and fi fty-one 
years later, the citizens of Lafayette had 
a reason to gaze skyward, as rocketeers 

By Neil McGilvrayBy Neil McGilvray

Photos by Neil McGilvray
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from Indiana, Illinois, Ohio, Wisconsin, 
Kentucky, Georgia, and Texas gathered 
for the fi rst of what will undoubtedly be 
many more Thunderstruck launches. 
 The close proximity to Purdue 
University has opened up a wealth of 
opportunities for the club. Tripoli Indiana 
is fortunate to have an active student 
alumni presence at their launches, 
thanks to Purdue’s aviation technology 
and aeronautical engineering programs. 
They are renowned for being some of 
the highest rated and most competitive 
in the world. Purdue established the fi rst 
college credit offered in fl ight training 
and the fi rst four-year bachelor’s degree 
in aviation. Purdue also was the fi rst 
university to have its own airport, the 
Purdue University Airport. In the mid-
twentieth century, Purdue’s aviation 
program expanded to encompass 
advanced spacefl ight technology, giving 
rise to Purdue’s nickname, Cradle 
of Astronauts. Twenty-two Purdue 
graduates have gone on to become 
astronauts, including Gus Grissom, 
Neil Armstrong, and Eugene Cernan, 
just to name a few.
 The long, cold winter of 2009 
/ 2010 was fi nally beginning to lose its 
grip. But as the temperatures slowly 
rose during the day, so did the wind. As 
the temperatures stabilized, the blustery 
wind moderated some. The persistent 
winds quickly dried the ground and the 
corn stubble. This was the bad news; 
the good news was the thousand-plus 

acres for recovery, which was more 
than adequate for the standing 16,000-
foot AGL waiver. The club had arranged 
for call-ins to the FAA to 20,000 feet. 
 The early risers were busily 
setting up the range, in anticipation of 
two full days of launching. The club’s 
equipment was going to see its fi rst 
test of a full-scale rocketry onslaught. 
The club had been going through some 
changes through the years, and the 
latest metamorphosis is a growing 
club with twenty-fi ve active members. 
The crowd at Thunderstruck 2010 
would be in the hundreds. As with any 
club’s fi rst big launch, there would be 
some lessons learned. Club President 
Doug Jackson, Vice President Gus 
Piepenburg, Secretary-Treasurer Carl 
Kruger, Tripoli Prefect Vic Barlow, and 
Webmaster Randy Milliken were all 
taking notes to improve on an already 
well-orchestrated inaugural launch. 
 The club knew they needed 
more room as the interest in bigger 
rockets and research activities was 
increasing. Doug Jackson started 
performing Google Earth searches of 
the area and found two very appealing 
spots. The bigger fi eld of the two was 
too close to the Purdue Airport. The 
second choice, only by a slim margin of 
recovery area, was Ash Grove, owned 
by Mrs. Plumely. After a year and a 
half of work, Tripoli Indiana had their 
big fi eld. The lay of the land is almost 
horizon-to-horizon fl at, with minimal 



trees and power lines. The launch site 
is located a mere fi ve miles from I-65 
and is easy to fi nd. 
 Thunderstruck 2010 was well 
supported by the vendor community 
with Tim Lehr and Wildman Hobbies, 
Darryl Hankes and Wildman Kentucky, 
Tim McVeigh of Red Arrow Hobbies 
and recently acquired Sheri’s Hot 
Rockets, and Tim Melody with Off We 
Go Rocketry. The food concession 
was handled by Troop 303 of the St. 
Boniface Church out of Lafayette, 
Indiana.
 Saturday, April 10, started off 
sunny and very breezy with the wind 
coming out of the south. The southerly 
winds would eventually warm the 
launch site as the day went on. The pad 
arrangement included a total of twenty-
three pads. There were twelve low-
power, six H to J motor capable, and 
three J to L motor capable pads, plus 
one away cell set up at over 500 feet 
and another away cell at over 1,000 
feet. The ignition systems were tested, 
pre-launch instructions were given to 
the fl iers, and Thunderstruck 2010 was 
underway. 

Saturday, April 10, 2010

 Thunderstruck 2010 was a 
great supporter of all shapes and sizes 
of rockets. Saturday’s fl ying activities 
included twenty low-power fl ights in the 
¼A-to-G range. Fliers participating in 
the low-power, low-fl ying fun were Jake 
Brown, Luke Randol, Tim Dixon, Ben 
Lovelace, Josh Lovelace, John Shultz, 
Jacob Brant, Sean Brant, Tim Brant, 
and Brandon Gross, who all fl ew up 
through the D power range. 
 ROCKETS Magazine editor Dan 
Kirklin not only is profi cient in “taking 
out the trash” of the articles our readers 
enjoy, he is also a skilled rocket fl ier. 
Dan scaled down due to the windy 
conditions and fl ew his tried and true 
Strong Arm on an F-52. The rocket 
and motor combination were perfectly 
balanced for the blustery conditions. 
The F-52 hammered the 23-ounce 
rocket straight into the sky for a perfect 
main deployment after an eight-second 
boost and coast. Kirklin exclaimed 
after the fl ight, “I was looking to put 
something much bigger up today, but 
as long as I am launching, there is the 
same chill that runs up my spine no 
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John Griffi n with his V2

Jenny Gross and her
Slightly Dangerous going for Level 2

Brian Perry’s
Thunder Struck on an M-1500



was taking no chances. He would 
recover at apogee with a Featherweight 
Parrot altimeter and track the rocket 
with his Big Red Bee radio transmitter. 
It is always a good idea to practice 
with these devices, as Mark did, under 
controlled circumstances, so when you 
really need them to work you have the 
experience and are not functioning in 
panic mode. 
 Paul Wolak whipped Brutus 
off the pad with an I-211; the 4-inch-
diameter rocket was recovered at about 
700 feet thanks in part to the onboard 
RDAS and Missile Works altimeters. 
Paul likes redundancy with altimeters; 
it is cheap insurance. Michael Gross, 
best known for his ingenious odd-rocs, 
fl ew something out of his comfort level; 
Michael actually launched something 
that resembled a rocket. Michael did 
go for a Red Bull motif on his LOC Mini 
Magg and powered it with an I-161 for 
an adrenalin-pumping fl ight. Preston 
Nobile whacked his Tomahawk off 
the rail with an I-287-SS for a 3,000-
foot boost and a 900-foot parachute 
deployment with an orange main. 
 Jason Griffi n went for his Level 
Two certifi cation with a fi nely fi nished 

matter what the size of the project.”
 Steve Pauling put up his purple 
Brit’s Lil’ Nuke on an F-23 Fast Black 
Motor for a good fl ight and recovery. 
Dave Porter blasted his Aerial Jr. high 
into the Indiana sky on an F-52. Rick 
Randol had one of those cool fl ights 
everyone loves to watch. Rick launched 
his upscale Mosquito on a G-76. The 
yellow and black rocket fl ew great, 
with a long green trail of fi re swatting 
it off the pad. Jenny Gross also fl ew 
something that looked like a Mosquito; 
she launched her 6X up-scale Swift. 
Jenny’s motor of choice was a G-69 
Sparky. The long sweeping fi ns added 
the stability the Swift needed to sail on 
a long arc and perfect recovery. 
 Steve Pauling fl ew his 
unpainted Wildman Jr. on an H-242 
for a wild and wooly fast boost and an 
exciting fl ight with streamer recovery. 
Greg Olson tried to color coordinate his 
H-148-R motor with his Purple Crayon 
rocket. The red-fl ame motor boosted 
the Crayola bank to almost 1,400 feet. 
Don Kennedy cranked off his black 
Guardian on a powerful H-148-R. 
Jason Griffi th “abgeschossen” his Big 
Red Max on an H-128, achieving an 
altitude of about 1,200 feet. George 
MacAleese had a fast-burning H-238 
dispatching his rocket called Yellow to 
upwards of 1,000 feet. 
 Jason Griffi n launched 
his Jagerbomb on an I-161. The 
Jägermeister-inspired rocket was a 5.5-
inch Mini Magg that took off like a shot 
for a smooth fl ight, but left a burning 
aftertaste. Frank Roushar let loose his 
unpainted K-ROC for a blistering I-600 
fl ight to almost 3,000 feet in the breezy 
conditions. Greg Olson hammered his 
Thor on an I-305-FJ motor. The purple 
rocket with the pink nose cone weighed 
in at almost 10 pounds, and the fl ight 
was limited to about 1,000 feet. But that 
made it fun to fl y and easy to recover. 
Tim Hegemier was looking for over 
3,500 feet with his yellow Tethys. The 
PML kit was powered by an I-435 and 
screamed off the pad for a nice fl ight 
and a somewhat later than expected 
deployment of the parachute. 
 Dave Porter joined the I-motor 
fl iers with his Phobos boosting on an 
I-218-R for a nice fl ight and recovery. 
Mark Smith fl ew his King Kraken on 
an I-154-J. While the fl ight was only 
scheduled for about 2,300 feet, Mark 
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Manny Ballestero and his 
dad with their rocket called
Bulls Eye Racing 

Dan Kirklin’s Strong Arm 
on an F-52



Dad. The 3-inch-diameter rocket was 
powered by a J-528 and blasted to over 
7,000 feet to earn the father and son 
team a successful fl ight and Manny Sr. 
his Level Two. 
 Thomas Feldman launched 
Rattler in the hopes of securing his 
Level Two certifi cation. The modifi ed 
black and yellow Wildman kit took 
to the sky powered by a J-381. The 
rocket arced over at 3,800 feet and 
was recovered under main at about 
800 feet for another successful Level 
Two fl ight. George MacAleese busted 
off his Hoosier on a J-350 in hopes of 
securing his Level Two. The 6-pound, 
3-inch-diameter rocket left the pad in 
a hurry on a trail of white smoke and 
fi re, only to disappear from sight. The 
apparent apogee deployment in the 
gusty conditions made for a long walk 
to fi nd the rocket and get the sign-
off signature on George’s Level Two 
paperwork. 
 Jenny Gross had her fi nely 
fi nished Eagle Claw rocket, named 
Slightly Dangerous, queued up for her 
Level Two certifi cation fl ight. Jenny was 
boosting the rocket on a J-360 Skidmark 
motor and was looking for an altitude of 
about 2,500 on this power plant. The 
fl ight would be high enough to keep 
the butterfl ies fl uttering in her stomach 
and low enough that she would see 
the entire fl ight.  When the button was 
pushed, the motor roared to life and 
sent Slightly Dangerous racing into the 
sky. The apogee deployment went as 
planned, and there was lots of hooting 
and hollering in the Gross camp. Jenny 
also punctuated the fl ight with a small 
fi re in the corn stubble, which was 
quickly attended to and extinguished. 
 Paul Wolak placed his big 5.5-
inch Magnum on the pad. The blue and 
white rocket would initially boost on a 
J-540-R and air-start two G-40s. All 
went according to plan as the Magnum 
leapt off the pad and left a long trail of 
white smoke in the sky after the main 
motor burnout. Tim Lehr took some 
time away from the Wildman trailer to 
launch a rocket. Tim cranked off his 4-
pound Wildman Jr. in typical Wildman, 
“go big or go home” fashion on a J-580 
for a fast and successful fl ight. 
 Tim Hegemier transported his 
Extreme Performer out to the away 
pad for his J-460-powered fl ight. The 
black 4-inch-diameter rocket opened 
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yellow and black V-2. The show-piece 
rocket was powered with a show-boat 
motor, a J-381 sparky. The 5.5-inch-
diameter, 6.5-pound rocket thundered 
off the pad, leading a shower of sparks 
and black smoke. Jason’s V-2 made a 
long arc at apogee, fi nally releasing the 
parachute for a successful Level Two 
fl ight. Mark Selof took his Little Dog for 
a long walk with a J-528 biting at its 
heels. The 5-pound, 54mm rocket tore 
off the pad for a fast, high fl ight. 
Steve Pauling had a bigger Jagerbomb 
to fl y, just to outdo Jason Griffi n. The 
48-inch-long, 7.5-inch-diameter rocket 
sported a black paint job and was 
powered by a J-520. The short, stubby 
rocket wasted no time slamming its 
glass on the bar and fi ring into the sky 
to 2,500 feet. 
 Manny Ballestero was going 
for his Level Two certifi cation with the 
guidance of his fi fteen-year-old son 
Manny Jr. The father and son team also 
make up Bulls Eye Racing and named 
the Wildman Jr. rocket after their other 
endeavor. Manny Jr. was the brains 
and inspiration for the fl ight, as he 
was every bit involved with all aspects 
of the rocket and attempt, as was his 

Paul Wolak with
his rocket Magnum

Joe Isca’s 
Up scale Astron Sprite on a J-415



Big Nuke with an AMW K-1250 White 
Wolf. The 20-pound yellow and black 
rocket howled off the pad to about 4,000 
feet. The main came out at apogee, 
unexpectedly, causing Dennis to walk 
a little bit further than he anticipated or 
he would have liked.
 Ken Herrick busted off his Big 
Nuke on a K-560. The long-burning K 
motor pushed the gray rocket over a 
mile into the sky. The ARTS altimeter 
deployed the main parachute at about 
1,000 feet for a good recovery. John 
Fulton let his Mad Dog run on a K-550. 
The blue and orange 4-inch-diameter 
rocket’s bite was worse than its bark as 
it thundered into the sky on a long trail 
of white smoke and fl ame to over 3,500 
feet. 
 Tim Dixon rolled out his future 
Level Three project, Hope and Pray, for 
a shake-down fl ight on an L-1428. The 
big 7.5-inch rocket was originally a LOC 
Magnum, and through some creative 
tinkering and redesign Tim created 
something looking like a Magnum/
Endeavor hybrid, with the extra set of 
fi ns he had added. The 52-pounder was 
launched unexpectedly during the pre-
launch announcement due to a miscue 
on the launch controller. The lack of a 
countdown didn’t deter the future Level 
Three rocket. The fl ight and recovery 
was perfect in every way. 
 Mark Selof launched his 
unnamed 8-inch-diameter rocket on 
a Loki L-1400. The 15-pound rocket 
cruised off the pad and raced high into 
the sky above Thunderstruck 2010 on 
a beautiful column of white Loki smoke 
and fl ame.  The recovery went equally 
well, with the main parachute deploying 
at about 500 feet. 
 Brian Perry blasted his 
Thunderstruck into the sky on an M-
1500 for his Level Three Certifi cation. 
The windy day had Brian concerned and 
pacing well before he even brought the 
rocket to the pads. Brian stood for what 
seemed like hours cradling his black, 
4-inch-diameter high fl ier. The rocket 
was simulated to reach over 12,500 
feet. Finally the time came when Brain 
looked up, took a breath, and marched 
out into the fi eld to load his rocket on 
the rail. The decision had been made, 
and there no turning back. After all the 
meticulous preparation, it was fi nally 
time to push the button. The M-1500 
sent the 28-pound rocket screaming 

the throttle and raced high into the sky, 
looking for over 3,100 feet. The recovery 
was executed at 500 feet for a spot-on 
launch. Joe Isca used a J-415 power 
plant in his Astron Sprite Upscale. 
The red, ring-fi nned rocket is always 
a favorite at any launch. While the 
airframe is 5.5 inches in diameter, the 
big ring on the back makes the rocket 
look much bigger. The Astron Sprite 
boosted with lots of fi re and noise as 
the base drag kept it to less than 3,000 
feet. The recovery went well, and this 
rocket will thrill the fl iers and spectators 
again. Charles Humphries is no 
stranger to the high-power community 
and no stranger to pushing the limit. 
Charles fl ew his Sudden Rush on a 
J-350 and sent the orange and black 
rocket to well over 6,000 feet.
 The Illinois Space Society 
wanted to break the sound barrier with 
their Cometitor-3, called Mocket. The 
white and black rocket weighed in at a 
stealthy 10.5 pounds and was powered 
by a K-950. This was also the fi rst 
fl ight of the RDAS recover-controlled 
vehicle. Mocket screamed into the sky 
to over 8,000 feet for a superb fl ight and 
recovery. Dennis Watkins loaded up his 
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Gus Piepenburg’s 
Super Beast on an N-4000

Jason Griffi n, Jagerbomb on 
an I-161. Michael Gross with 
Red Bull on an I-161



on a mach diamond fi lled trail of green 
fl ame. Thunderstruck disappeared for 
a short time until someone yelled out, 
“There it is!” The rocket was recovered 
under the main at about 1,200 feet, 
earning Brain a coveted Level Three 
certifi cation. 
 Gus Piepenburg had the most 
powerful project of the day on the 
Purdue University 20-foot-tall tower. 
Gus was fl ying his Hawk Mountain 
Super Beast on an N-4100. The 
expected altitude for this fl ight was in 
excess of 17,000 feet. The black and 
white Super Beast tipped the scales 
at 75 pounds and was 6 inches in 
diameter. Gus had spent the better part 
of the day prepping the rocket for the 
fl ight. Every system was checked and 
double-checked. This would be the 
second fl ight of this vehicle. The fi rst 
fl ight was on an N-4000. 
 Gus had recently suffered the 
loss of his dear Uncle Alle, who had 
inspired him throughout his life, and 
this fl ight was dedicated to him. When it 
was time to launch, the remote ignition 
system did not work as planned, but 
some quick trouble-shooting got the 
launch back on track. The second try 
was a charm. The fl ame was fi lled 
with easily visible mach diamonds as 
the rocket climbed the tower, vaulting 
the big rocket quickly off the rail and 
turning it into a small dot. The boost 
was straight and true. The booster 
separated from the payload at apogee 
and came in on a fl at spin. The booster 
and the payload landed close to each 
other over a mile and half away. 
 The unfortunate separation 
goes to show how diffi cult it is to get 
it right each and every time, no matter 
how seasoned a rocket fl ier you are. It 
was also a testament to Gus’s building 
skills. Almost immediately upon 
retrieving his rocket, Gus began the 
task of making repairs and prepping 
the rocket for Sunday’s N-10,000 fl ight. 
Gus Piepenburg wasn’t going to let a 
17,000-foot fall slow his plans down for 
that fl ight. 

Sunday, April 11, 2010

 There were 49 fl ights in the 
lower power ranges between the ½A 
and the G motor class. Some of the 
notable fl iers were Matthew Fisher, 
Shawn Fisher, David Fisher, Michael 
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Cychose, Justin Perry, Bryce Wheeler, 
Ben Wheeler, Austin Hale, and Sean 
Brant in the A to B range. Brandon 
Gross, Luke Randol, Jacob Brant, Jake 
Brown, Karl Kruger, Richie M., Chris 
Hundley, Tim Dixon, Rick Randol, Abby 
Stanfi eld, Justin Perry, and Nathan 
Midkiff all fl ew in the C and D power 
spectrum. E-powered projects were 
fl own by Jake Brown, Tim Brant, Justin 
Perry, and Pete Heavilin. 
 Diane Dorn launched her F-27-
powered Flying Pooh to about 1,000 
feet. Kristin Olson fl ew her LOC Stovi 
on an F-26. Peter Heavilin was looking 
for 1,600 feet with his 2.5 powered by 
an F-23. 
 Rick Randol boosted his Bio-
Hazard on a G-76. Richard Cash tamed 
his Mustang with two nice G-40 fl ights. 
Chris Hundley was disarmed prior to 
fl ying Going Postal on a G-64. Megan 
Perry clawed her way into the sky with 
a G-78-powered Talon fl ight. Peter 
Heavilin streaked into the sky with his 
Wildman Jr. Kit, called Silver Bullet, 
on a G-115. George MacAleese went 
low and slow with his 700-foot fl ight of 
Caderator on a G-64. 
 Charles Swindler had a moon 

Greg Grabacki’s 
Franklin’s Tower on an L-1390

Frank Nobile with his
Standard Arm



3,000 feet.  Joe Isca cracked off his 
SR-71 Blackbird on an H-220-T. The 
big, black spy plane screamed off the 
pad and held together under a high g-
load from the hard-hitting H motor. 
 If there is anything Tim Lehr 
loves, it is a drag race. It really doesn’t 
matter what the motor is or what the 
rockets are, as long as there are 
multiple rockets leaving the pads at the 
same time. Drag-race fever took hold of 
Tim’s Kentucky vendor, Darryl Hankes. 
Darryl couldn’t say no to the suggestion 
of sponsoring a Dark Star Lite drag 
race with H-123 Skid Mark motors. In 
the lineup for the drag race were Randy 
Milliken, Crazy Jim Hendricksen, Tim 
Dixon, Carl Kruger, Michael Gross, 
Brandon Gross, Jenny Gross, Tim Lehr, 
and Wildman Kentucky sponsor Darryl 
Hankes. This drag race was presided 
over and the button was pushed by the 
mayor of Lafayette, Tony Roswarski. 
All of the rockets left the pads virtually 
at the same time as they popped and 
crackled, fi lling the sky with titanium 
sparks, black smoke, and eventually 
nine parachutes. The sight of all those 
rockets launched at once left the 
seasoned fl iers and casual spectators 
awe-struck. 
 George MacAleese launched 
his NQR, for Not Quite Round. The 
7-pound rocket was fl ying on an I-
300. The boost was fast and decisive, 
culminating with two parachutes, one 
for the rocket and one for the nose 
cone. Kristin Olson was looking to hit 
1,900 feet with her Big Red, boosted 
by an I-211. Curtis Reynolds’s Crayon 
Rocket launched on an I-200 for a 
colorful fl ight.  Dave Porter busted 
off his Tethys on an I-357 for a high-
velocity fl ight. Charles Swindler let his 
Wildman Jr. rip to about 4,600 feet with 
I-284 power.
 Thomas Feldman from Austin, 
Texas, slammed his 3-inch-diameter 
black Rattler into the sky with an I-450. 
Joe Magginnis launched his Dark Star 
Lite on an I-123 for a nice fl ight to about 
3,300 feet. Tim Dixon sent his yellow 
Color of the Sun to 1,600 feet with 
an I-254 power plant. Jim Sadowsky 
had one of the truly unique projects at 
Thunderstruck 2010. When Pigs Fly 
was a pink pig mounted to the upper 
section of his 3-inch-diameter rocket, 
which had previously fl own ten times. 
This little piggy was launching after a 

shot with his Phobos on an H-268-
R. The red rocket/motor combination 
achieved about 2,500 feet in altitude. 
Richard Cash used low-tech H-123-M 
motor ejection to recover his Hi-Tech 
rocket for his Level One certifi cation 
fl ight. Keeping it simple paid off with a 
successful fl ight to about 2,500 feet. 
 Randy Milliken took some time 
away from his launch-operation duties 
to fl y Everybody Duck! The mallard-
duck decoy was powered by an H-225. 
The Duck took off like it was shot out of 
a cannon and sailed on a long, fast arc 
and was recovered intact, to the delight 
of the crowd. Pete Heavilin let his Silver 
Bullet fl y on an H-225. The black and 
silver Wildman Jr. Kit fl ew and recovered 
nicely. Lon Westfall launched his Hawk 
Mountain Transonic, called Pooph, on 
an H-242 for a blistering fl ight to over 
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Diane Dorn with her
Flying Pooh

Purdue University’s 
Gen-II on an M-3100



short countdown from fi ve. When the 
button was pushed, the I-154 motor 
sent the squealing swine into a long 
arc, and the lack of recovery turned 
fl ight number eleven into tomorrow’s 
bacon. 
 Sam Midkiff attended 
Thunderstruck to certify Level Two. 
Sam was fl ying his EZI-65 on a long-
burning J-90. The red and gray 4-inch-
diameter rocket left the pad and cruised 
to about 5,000 feet, deploying the main 
at apogee and netting Sam his Level 
Two certifi cation. Marie Lykins let loose 
Skiy on a hard-hitting J-315 to almost 
4,000 feet. John Tsohas blasted his 
black and white 7-pound Mongoose 
54 to over 9,000 feet with a J-540 for 
his Level Two. As The Wildman likes to 
say, “Go big or go home.” John went 
big! 
 Mark Joseph launched his 4-
inch-diameter Horizon on a J-440-BB. 
The white, yellow, and black rocket tore 
off the pad, sailed to 3,500 feet and 
was recovered at about 500 feet thanks 
to the onboard Perfectfl ite altimeter. 
Tim Dixon loaded up his Little John 
with a J-275 for a nice fl ight to 4,600 
feet, with main recovery occurring 
at 800 feet. Greg Olson fl ung his 8-
pound Dumb Struck into the air with 
a J-420-R for a quick and noisy fl ight. 
Greg was especially nervous with this 
fl ight, as it was his fi rst attempt at dual 
deployment. It’s funny how a successful 
recovery can settle your rocket nerves. 
Vic Barlow was looking for 3,000 feet 
with his East Tipp Special, powered by 
a J-350. The red and silver Wildman kit 
thundered off the pad on a thick column 
of Aerotech white smoke and fl ame. The 
rocket turned on its heel at apogee and 
came in ballistic, safely lawn-darting out 
in the fi eld. Vic Barlow also hammered 
his 6-inch-diameter, 11-pound all-white 
Georgia to 2,000 feet with a J-500-G, 
with much better results.
 The smoking light was on when 
Kevin Berens launched his Smok’Em If 
You Got ‘Em on a J-350 to 3200 feet. 
The rocket arced over at apogee and 
was recovered by dual deployment 
at 1,000 feet. Dan Fox kicked off his 
Carbon Wildman on a laser-straight 
fl ight with J-570 power on the business 
end of the all-black 3-inch-diameter 
speed machine. Mike Dybul unleashed 
Red Dog for a fast boost to 3,000 feet 
on a J-330. Diane Dorn put the pedal to 
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the metal with a J-1055 in her Gizmo. 
The short, stubby red rocket screamed 
to 6,000 feet in the blink of an eye. 
Mark Smith used a J-350 motor for his 
Level Two certifi cation fl ight. The Talon 
3 weighed in at 7 pounds and was 
scheduled to go to 5,000 feet. When the 
button was pushed, the Talon 3 clawed 
its way high above the fi eld, and there 
was a small puff of smoke at apogee, 
indicating the rocket had separated 
on cue. The main was deployed at 
700 feet, earning Mark his Level Two 
certifi cation. 
 Michael Gross, as mentioned, 
is well known for his odd rocs. Mike’s 
Strawberry Blast ice-cream cone rocket 
is no exception. Michael was helping out 
with a local school charity project called 
Flat Stanley Steam Roller. As the story 
goes, Stanley was unceremoniously 

Roger Jezler’s girlfriend taking 
credit for his Mad Max

Gus Piepenburg’s
Super Beast on an N-10,000



1,800 feet with an impressive Sparky 
K-555. 
 Tim Lehr and Crazy Jim 
Hendricksen are famous for organizing 
last-minute, impromptu high-powered 
drag races at the many launches they 
visit around the country. Thunderstruck 
2010 was no exception. This K-
powered drag race would have a new 
convert, Diane Dorn. She is no stranger 
to slamming a rocket off the pad and 
had no problem fl ying with the big boys. 
Diane was fl ying her 3-inch Wildman 
kit on a K-1185-G. Tim “The Wildman” 
Lehr was fl ying his 3-inch Wildman on 
a K-590 dual-thrust motor. Crazy Jim 
Hendricksen was making it three with 
his 3-inch Wildman kit, boosting with a 
K-1440. When the countdown reached 
zero, Tim’s and Jim’s rockets shot into 
the sky. The green propellant in Diane’s 
motor took an extra second to come to 
life, sending her rocket chasing after 
the other two like an angry dog hot on 
the tail of two scared rabbits. 
 Preston Nobile launched his 
Green Goblin on an L-900 Red Rhino 
motor. The rocket launched majestically 
from Thunderstruck’s away cell pad, 
39-A. The rocket achieved a top end 
apogee of 3,500 feet and recovered 
intact with dual deployment. Preston 
also launched his fi nely fi nished 
Standard ARM Missile on an L-952. 
The white and red rocket climbed to 
over 8,000 feet and was back under the 
main canopy at 900 feet. 
 Justin Farrand sent Feenix on 
a long ride to over 13,000 feet. The 
13.5-pound, 3-inch rocket was boosted 
by an L-850. On ignition the rocket tore 
into the sky and disappeared from sight. 
Justin had a radio tracking device on 
the rocket, and it pointed him the right 
direction, where the main parachute 
was seen just before Feenix landed 
about a mile and half away. 
 “In another time’s forgotten 
space, Your eyes looked from your 
mother’s face, Wallfl ower seed on the 
sand and stone, May the four winds 
blow you safely home.” So go the 
opening lyrics to the namesake of Greg 
Grabacki’s rocket, Franklin’s Tower. 
Greg claims he names all his rockets 
after Grateful Dead songs, and this one 
seemed most appropriate. The 4-inch-
diameter Dynacom kit was boosting on 
an L-1309-G and was looking at topping 
out at over 12,000 feet. The 21-pound 

fl attened by a steam roller and now 
must spend eternity traveling the world 
raising money for good causes and 
must be photographed in each location 
to prove he has been there. According 
to Flat Stanley’s current foster mom, 
Laurie McAlise from Gorham, Maine, 
“So far Flat Stanley has traveled to 
India, across multiple oceans; he 
has even been to a volcano. Now, 
Flat Stanley was photographed on a 
rocket, a big strawberry ice cream cone 
rocket.” Michael’s philosophy is simple: 
“Whatever is worth doing is worth 
overdoing.” For this fl ight the motor 
selection was a J-570. When the button 
was pushed, the rocket almost kicked 
over the pad, and then it took off on a 
cruise-missile trajectory that ended in a 
big splat!
 Justin Farrand let Pull the 
Trigger soar on a K-300. The 6.2-
pound, 2-inch-diameter bird reached an 
altitude of over 12,000 feet on the long-
burning motor. Roger Jezler shot Red 
Arrow high above the Thunderstruck 
crowd to 18,000 feet on another K-
300. The rocket quickly turned into 
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a dot, and the radio tracking ceased 
to perform, sending Roger on a -long 
but successful search-and-recovery 
mission. Later, Roger also cracked 
the sky with his 23-pound Mad Max, 
propelled by a K-700 to 4,000 feet. 
Roger wasn’t fi nished. He launched 
Parts and Pieces to over 9,000 feet 
with long-burning K-185 power. 
 Jim Sadowsky was hoping to 
hit 8,000 feet with his Little Wild Thing, 
powered by a classic K-1100. The 3-
inch 8-pound black and yellow rocket 
boogied straight into the sky on the 
fast-burning blue motor. Frank Roushar 
blasted K-ROC off the pad with a motor-
ejection K-695 for propulsion and 
recovery. The nose cone shook loose, 
but the rocket was recovered intact. 
Mike Dybul loaded up Undertaker with 
a K-660 only because he couldn’t fi nd 
a commercial K-666 motor. Watch 
what you wish for when you name your 
rocket and select a diabolical motor 
for it. The K-660 CATOed on the pad, 
returning the 3-inch-diameter rocket to 
kit form. Joe Isca swatted his 15-pound, 
7.5-inch-diameter Upscale Mosquito to 

Jim Sadowski’s 
When Pigs Fly on an I-154

Rich and Randy Milliken’s 
Everybody Duck on an H-225



It was later determined that not enough 
of the manufacturer’s required epoxy 
had been used to hold the grains in 
the motor liner. The blown-out pieces 
of propellant had started a fi re twenty-
fi ve yards in diameter and moving out 
in all directions fast. Naturally the wind 
picked up at this point, and the heat 
of the fi re was also fanning the fl ames 
in the dry corn stubble. The local Fire 
Department bush truck was quick to 
react. Many volunteers from the launch 
also joined in fi ghting the fi re. 
 The four-foot-high fl ames beat 
back the most determined fi re fi ghters, 
whether professional or volunteer, trying 
to safe the fi eld. The bush truck ran out 
of water, and a reserve pumper truck 
had to be called in. All the while, the fi re 
speared further into the fi eld, despite 
the best efforts of the determined fi re-
fi ghters. Reinforcements were called 
in, but the quick-thinking landowner 
used some heavy farm equipment to 
create a fi re break and let the fi re burn 
itself out. 
 Initial estimates were that two 
hundred acres or more were burned. 
Thanks to the excellent relationship 

red and black performed as advertised 
and clamored into the sky. The four 
winds did blow the rocket safely home, 
as it was under chute at 1,200 feet.
 Purdue University was on site 
to launch their NASA SLI Project, Gen 
II. The entirely student-built and fl own 
project was 8 inches in diameter and 
15 feet tall and was powered by an M-
3100. The big black and white rocket 
rumbled off the away cell tower, spitting 
pieces of two grains on the way up. 
The 70-pound rocket continued to 
its apogee of about 4,000 feet and 
deployed a drogue. At about 800 feet, 
the main was deployed. As the rocket 
was settling back to earth the on-site 
fi re department bush truck was rushing 
out to douse the growing fi re in the 
corn stalks from the ejected pieces 
of propellant grains. The fl ames were 
quickly extinguished by some fast-
acting volunteers and the local Fire 
Department. 
 Gus Piepenburg spent the 
better part of the previous night and 
this day to make the repairs to his 
Super Beast, which was renamed for 
this fl ight to Wake it, Bake It, Shake 
It. This would be the fi rst offi cial fl ight 
of the CTI N-10,000 98mm motor. The 
N-10,000 is not a motor for the faint 
of heart or for the weak of build. This 
motor will punish just about any rocket 
like it has never been punished before. 
The motor produces an instantaneous 
2,600 pounds of peak thrust and burns 
out in less than a second. Once on the 
Purdue University tower, Gus thanked 
Bill and Diane Dorn, Darryl Hankes of 
Wildman Kentucky, Tim “The Wildman” 
Lehr, Mike Dybul, and everyone who 
wanted to dream big. For most rocket 
fl iers this was beyond dreaming big; 
this was nightmare big, as the 34g liftoff 
force would have torn many rockets to 
pieces. 
 The rocket was fi nally prepped, 
and Gus had a chance to take a deep 
breath, and then it was time to light the 
candle. The N-10,000 seemed like a 
CATO on the pad. The rocket was there 
one second and almost gone from 
sight the next. It was almost as if it had 
evaporated from the planet. 
 As the rocket raced to apogee, 
all eyes were on the sky. Within seconds 
it became obvious that something was 
wrong. One of the grains had shattered 
and had been blown out of the nozzle. 
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Tripoli Indiana has with their landowner, 
there were no negative repercussions 
from the incident other than bringing 
the launch to a halt. But it was the end 
of the day and all of the fl iers had got 
their AP groove during the two day 
launch.  In another place, at another 
time, a situation like this could mean 
the loss of the fi eld to the club, affecting 
hundreds of rocketeers. The folks who 
run Thunderstruck are conscious of 
what owner and neighbor relations 
mean, and the confi dence they built 
early on paid dividends when they 
needed a break. 
 Tripoli Indiana is a club on 
the rise and one you will be hearing 
about in the future. They will grow into 
a national force and are learning some 
valuable lessons along the way. They 
have shown that the club and the fi eld 
can support large projects. The central 
location will make launching rockets of 
all shapes and sizes in Indiana a must 
for rocketeers local to the launch site 
and those who like to travel to the “other 
guys’” fi elds. Make plans to attend a 
launch with Tripoli Indiana; you’ll make 
new friends for life.

Kristin and Greg Olson’s 
Dumb Struck on a J-420

Tim Lehr’s Wildman on 
a K-590 is leading Jim 
Hendricksen’s Wildman 
on a K-1440, while Diane 
Dorn’s Wildman is on the 
pad



Introduction
 When I fi rst got back into model rocketry, I was 
enamored with the high power rockets I saw at my fi rst launch. 
However, I was less impressed by the two-stage rockets that 
I saw. Most of them either did not ignite the second stage, or 
they fl ew in crazy arcs or blew up or did not fl y at all. Most 
of the more successful ones were the smaller, sport-rocket 
types that seemed to work okay using simple instant motor-
to-motor ignition. Though the concept of staging seemed 
kind of interesting, I did not think too much about it, since 
it seemed either too diffi cult or, conversely, too simplistic. 
Instead, I focused on working toward my TRA Level 3 with 
single-stage rockets.
 Somewhere around the time I was working on the 
build of my Level 2 project and reading like mad to try and 
assimilate all that I could, to be sure things worked correctly, 
I came across G. Harry Stine’s book, Handbook of Model 
Rocketry, seventh edition, revised by Bill Stine. In it they 
discussed several aspects of staging, but again I did not pay 
much attention at the time, nor did I when, sometime later, I 
read Mark Canepa’s excellent book Modern High-Powered 
Rocketry 2, only glancing at the sections on staging.
 After a successful Level 2 fl ight, I rapidly worked 
toward my Level 3, all the while really enjoying the learning 
process and the excitement of each of our club’s monthly 
launch days. I was an avid reader of everything I could fi nd 
about the hobby, and very grateful to have the power of the 
Internet to assist me in my research. When I fi rst started out, 
I thought I would be one of the rocketeers to always keep 

things in sight, but over time I became challenged by seeing 
others do higher altitude fl ights and recovery. I realized that I 
particularly love all the electronic gadgetry involved and the 
more technical mechanical aspects that one must master in 
order to fl y straight and recover high-power projects intact.
 One day, when I was searching for some information 
in Tim Van Milligan’s Apogee Newsletter archives, I stumbled 
across an article on staging. In it Tim discussed how to 
achieve maximum altitude. He was discussing a coasting 
period between booster burnout (BBO) and sustainer ignition 
. . . hmmm . . . what he was saying contrasted with what 
I remembered reading in the Stines’  book. I remembered 
vaguely that Stine advocated performing sustainer ignition 
right after BBO, because in this way you would be coupling 
the maximum velocity of the booster-driven rocket with the 
maximum velocity of the sustainer rocket in order to achieve 
maximum altitude. However, when I went back and reread 
Stine, I realized he had qualifi ed his statement by stating that 
he was “neglecting aerodynamic drag.” I was a bit confused 
at this point, so I went back and reread Canepa—he drew 
the distinction between attempting to achieve maximum 
velocity and attempting to achieve maximum altitude, and he 
made it clear that these two goals needed two very different 
approaches.
 Van Milligan pointed out that Stine’s instant ignition 
would achieve maximum altitude only if the rocket were in a 
vacuum, since drag is induced by the atmosphere. In fact, 
such drag is proportional to the square of the velocity, so the 
higher velocity gained by instant coupling is precisely the 

Coast Optimization System
Part 1
By Frank Hermes
Photos by Neil McGilvray, Frank Hermes
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wrong approach to maximize altitude. What Canepa, Van 
Milligan, and others point out is that minimizing velocity, and 
therefore drag will generally achieve a higher altitude for the 
same total amount of thrust.
 My simulations in RockSim show an average 
increase in altitude of about thirty percent when the coast 
period is maximized versus igniting the sustainer motor 
immediately after booster motor burnout. That is a signifi cant 
difference.
 Since I was developing this urge to go high and 
realizing that staging was one way to accomplish this, 
I started thinking more about the coast period between 
sustainer ignition and BBO. I was intrigued. Just how would 
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you go about maximizing the coast period? After 
a successful Level 3 certifi cation, I began to 
wonder just where to go next. Maybe I had the 
answer of how to maintain my interest in high-
power model rocketry. Maybe staging could 
prove interesting after all. It obviously was very 
challenging.
 From what I could determine, most 
high-power staging ignition is done with timers. 
But that seemed rather crude to me. If my goal 
is to achieve maximum altitude, how much time 
should I dial in to maximize the coast period? 
I could guess at how much time to allow after 
booster burnout. Or I could run simulations in a 
program such as Apogee’s RockSim, or, and—
probably the most expensive route—I could just 
experiment with test fl ights. However, to really 
attempt to maximize the coast period, I would 
have to have something better than a good 
guess. Even if I were able to perform a very 
accurate estimate of the coast period, it would 
still be assuming that the actual fl ight would 
go exactly according to my assumptions. How 
would I allow for such things as inconsistent 
motor burns, erratic fl ight patterns, the weather, 
and other assorted conditions that I could not 
reliably predict?
 I thought about present-day electronic 
altimeters. Prior to altimeters being adapted 
for use in high-powered model rockets, most 
deployment was also based on timers, with 
either the relatively simple motor ejection-charge 
delay used as the igniter or with mechanical or 
electric timers. The basic problem with timers 
is that they are not dynamic in nature. That is, 
if everything goes according to plan in regard 
to a fl ight’s performance, then the timer works 
well. However, as we have often seen out 
on the launch site, things do not always go 
according to plan—maybe seldom is a better 
word. For example, if a motor’s burn is shorter 
than expected, or it produces less thrust than 
expected, apogee will occur sooner than 
expected. Any delay that was designed into a 
timer to deploy at apogee will be longer than 
required, and deployment will not occur at the 

highest and slowest point in the rocket’s fl ight, but rather 
at some higher speed, as the rocket is accelerating on its 
downward path. However, if an altimeter was used in that 
same scenario, it would be looking for the apogee event in 
real time, based upon its sensor readings, not a prescribed 
time—it is able to dynamically adjust the deployment point to 
suit the actual fl ight conditions incurred.
 I wondered if I would be able to develop some 
sort of sensor system that was analogous to the altimeter, 
to dynamically maximize the coast interval. Could I fi nd 
something to replace a simple timer for staged ignition? This 
article describes my trial–and-error journey to produce just 
such a coast sensing system.

Graphic from:  Handbook of Model 
Rocketry, used with permission



The Problem
 So what factors or issues would I need to consider in 
order to replace the staging timer? What is it about the rocket’s 
fl ight that characterizes an ideal coast period anyway? Just 
how would you describe to someone what has to happen 
between BBO and the point in the fl ight path that would 
be  the end of the longest possible coasting interval, which 
would result in the rocket’s achieving maximum altitude?
In the ideal world, after BBO, your sustainer rocket would fl y 
perfectly vertical all the way to what would be apogee, but, 
just prior to its ”falling over,” you would ignite an instant-on 
motor that would come up to pressure immediately and send 
the sustainer hurtling farther upward.
 From a more realistic point of view, we want to initiate 
sustainer ignition just at the point where we have enough 
time to bring the motor up to pressure while the rocket is still 
fl ying fast enough to maintain its relatively vertical attitude. 
So, we need to be able to monitor both velocity and verticality 

on a real-time basis and make decisions based upon that 
information.
 Let’s go back to that ideal world picture and look 
only at the verticality aspect. Let’s assume that we’ve been 
able to design the rocket so it fl ies perfectly vertically all the 
way to apogee. And let’s assume we have a special sensor 
on board that is able to monitor the fl ight in real time and 
to predict well in advance at just how many seconds into 
the fl ight the rocket will attain apogee. Then all we would 
have to do is ignite the motor at precisely the point in time in 
the vertical fl ight path that leaves us enough time to get the 
motor up to pressure before the rocket falls over at apogee. 
In other words, we simply subtract the time in seconds that 
it takes the motor to ignite and pressurize from the time it 
takes the rocket to reach apogee.
 Hmmm . . . that’s sounds straightforward enough. 
The problem is that nothing is that perfect. Aside from the 
fact that seldom does a rocket fl y vertically all the way to 
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Featherweight Altimeters - RavenTM



apogee, we never know for sure ahead of time how long it 
will take a rocket to reach apogee, due to variances in real 
performance compared to specifi cations and simulations, or 
the current weather, booster-motor performance, etc. If we 
could characterize and determine or predict what that value 
was, however, such a predictive apogee sensor system would 
offer a dynamic trigger point, analogous to an altimeter.
 Looking at it from the velocity aspect, if we knew that 
our magic rocket would fl y vertically all the way to apogee, 
i.e., where it reaches zero velocity, we could pick a velocity 
point, e.g., decreasing through 200 mph, prior to that which 
allowed us to pressurize the motor in time before the rocket 
arrived at apogee. Many of the popular commercial altimeters, 
or fl ight computers, out there today have the ability, through 
on-board accelerometers and their micro-controllers, to be 
calculating velocity in real time. So, if we knew the rocket 
would stay vertical throughout the coast period, we could 
fairly easily determine, either through fl ight-test trial and 
error or simulation, a velocity-based ignition trigger point.
 The problem remains that in the real world fl ights 
seldom stay that vertical that long. So, the reality is that we 
can only get so close to that perfect fl ight path, and therefore 
a coast-maximization system needs to be a bit more 
complicated.
Verticality
 Adrian Adamson at Featherweight Altimeters 
has provided some access to verticality and velocity as a 
trigger with both his Parrot altimeter and the newer Raven. 
With the Parrot or Raven you can access a parameter in 
the Featherweight Interface Program (FIP) “decreasing 
through nnn MPH” as an event to control the output of any 
of the output/pyro channels. The particular velocity is fi xed 
in the Parrot, but confi gurable in the Raven. Black Magic 
Missile Works’ UFC series also makes such an event readily 
available.
  Additionally, fl ight computers such as the Parrot/
Raven and the UFC can offer a few more indicators that 
the rocket is probably still fl ying upward. Equipped with an 
accelerometer and timer, as well as a barometer, such fl ight 
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computers can assure that the pressure is still decreasing 
(lesser air pressure as you ascend) and that the rocket 
is at a predictable/confi gurable minimum altitude after a 
certain amount of time – all indications that the rocket is still 
ascending. Assuming that the fl ight is perfectly vertical all 
the way to apogee, use of one of these “vertical-check” fl ight 
computers is basically all you need.
    However, a more likely scenario is that the rocket 
will not fl y perfectly straight and will be arcing over to some 
degree or another. What is missing from the vertical-check 
fl ight computer is a monitoring of the angle off the vertical 
that the rocket is experiencing.
The rocket may still be ascending per the vertical-check 
parameters, but do you want to trigger ignition if the rocket 
is fl ying at an angle of say, 30 degrees off vertical? What 
about 45, or 60? High altitude recovery is tough enough 
without setting yourself up for a very long retrieval or loss 
of the rocket. To be in even a more dynamic triggering 
environment, we need to be able to measure the angle 
off vertical in conjunction with the other information before 
deciding to trigger sustainer ignition.
 How do you determine tilt? Sensors that may 
come to your mind might include mechanical sensors, 
accelerometers, gyros or magnetometers. Since I did not 
really know what I was doing at the time, nor much about 
the more sophisticated sensors, I initially only considered 
mechanical tilt meters, such as you might fi nd on “tilt-over” 
shipping containers to record any damage or adverse 
handling during the shipping process or maybe recreational 
vehicle levelers. I had also seen some sort of electronic tilt 
meter in the tools catalog of MicroMark. Could one of these 
mechanical devices reliably indicate tilt when bolted inside a 
high power rocket? I thought so.
 I looked for inexpensive tilt meters with some sort 
of useable output like a relay or switched contact and 
came across some from a company named Rieker. Rieker 
produces various commercial tilt meters for many different 
applications. These sensors are normally used to detect 
whether an article has been subject to tilt outside a prescribed 
range, for example, to detect shipment damage or as a 
heavy–equipment vehicle “tilt-over” safety device. They can 
be ordered with various options, including specifi cally what 
degree of tilt is required to trigger their output. They have 
both single-axis and dual-axis devices. A confi gurable dual-
axis, X and Y, sensor seemed perfect for what I wanted to 
do.
  Rieker SlopeAlertTM

Black Magic Missile 
Works UFCTM 3
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BRIEF DESCRIPTION:
I want to share my experiences with Performance Rocketry’s 54mm (2.250″ OD) carbon-fi ber tubing. Last 
winter I wanted to construct a high-performance minimum-diameter 54mm rocket, and I did not want to 
hand lay the tubes. I wanted this rocket to be as light as possible, to swallow a 28 ″ 54mm motor, and to 
utilize dual deployment.

COMPONENTS DESCRIPTION:
I ordered:

- 48 ″  54mm carbon-fi ber airframe
- 6 ″ carbon-fi ber coupler
- (2) 54mm 1/8″-thick carbon-fi ber bulkhead plates
- (2) 54mm 1/8″-thick carbon-fi ber coupler bulkhead plates
- 6:1 conical fi berglass nose cone (since it will house the radio tracker and must be RF-transparent)

Performance Rocketry
54mm Carbon Fiber Tubing
By Justin Farrand
Photos by Justin Farrand

REVIEW
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CONSTRUCTION PROS & CONS: 
Needless to say, my initial reaction to the carbon-fi ber order was a big smile on my face. The 48 ″ 54mm 
carbon-fi ber tube was awesome looking and extremely strong, and it weighed only 14.0 ounces. The 
ends of the airframe were cut very square and required no modifi cation. I cut the airframe into a 36″ 
piece for the lower airframe and a 12 ″ piece for the upper. A Delta chop saw made quick work of cutting 
the airframe. I was a little surprised to see that the carbon seemed to be easier on the chop saw than 
fi berglass tubing is. Don’t get me wrong; PR fi berglass airframes cut great on a chop saw. The carbon is 
just that much better. Scuffi ng the carbon-fi ber airframe for surface-mounted fi ns is straightforward with 
60 or 80 grit sandpaper. The fi ns bonded easily to the airframe, and they are rock-solid with tip-to-tip 
standard weave 6.0 ounce carbon-fi ber cloth lamination.

FINISHING PROS & CONS: 
Finishing carbon tubing is about as easy as it gets. Ok, I have to admit I intended to brush a layer of 
epoxy over the CF lower airframe (minus the fi ns) and simply clear-coat over it. Clear-coated carbon 
fi ber looks fantastic. I haven’t fully developed the composite aesthetic fi nesse skills when it comes to 
carbon-fi n tip-to-tip laminations. I wasn’t planning on clear-coating over the reinforcement areas. The 
rocket, affectionately named Pull the Trigger, fi nished beautifully. Unfortunately, after three fl ights, I am 
in the process of repainting the speed demon as is has taken some tower rash, as well as scrapes during 
recovery.

SUMMARY:
Put simply, Performance Rocketry carbon tubing is fantastic. Understand that a product of this caliber 
comes at a price, albeit a reasonable one. Currently, PR 54mm carbon-fi ber tubing goes for $28.00 per 
foot, and a carbon-fi ber coupler for 54mm goes for $20.00, and it is 6.0″ long. When I completed Pull the 
Trigger this year, I was ecstatic to put it on an accurate scale and have it reported at 2.68 lbs. full loaded 
dry weight. If you have an extreme rocket that you want to keep very lightweight, but you still want to 
use high-quality materials to get started, carbon tubing is the way to go.



 The whole thing started from something I sketched 
on the backside of an envelope.  I wanted to try something 
a little different from all of the three- and four-fi nned rockets 
I had built in the past.  In February, sEeInG sTaRs was born 
from a bunch of parts I had left over from other projects.  
Starting with a 3″ × 24″ airframe, I decided to give it a central 
38mm mount.  Two 29mm motor-mount tubes when epoxied 
to the 3″ tube became the central fuselage of the rocket.  
 April 9th at Price, Maryland,  sEeInG sTaRs was 
loaded on the C rack with an Aerotech H180.  After all the 
hard work of building and painting, I was worried about how 
it would fl y.  Neil McGilvray tried to comfort me by saying, “It’s 
a rocket! . . . what could possibly go wrong?”  Is it a rocket?  I 
was trying to focus, hearing the countdown  5 . . . 4 . . . as my 
mind replayed all the horrible ways I have learned to crash 
previous rockets.  As the countdown continued . . . 3 . . . 2 
. . . 1, there was a hush over the crowd just long enough to 
hear the wind whip through the fl ag.  Then the H180 came 
up to pressure, boosting the seven-pound rocket perfectly 
straight, with about one revolution of roll.  My excitement 
was cut short as the nose cone drag-separated at burnout, 
causing the 48″ chute to become tangled.  Upon inspection, 
I was surprised to fi nd no damage to the rocket.  Later that 
night, while I was sitting at home with a frosty beverage, 
Superstars, a 6″-diameter version, was conceived.
 Construction of Superstars began in June, once all 
of the parts from Performance Hobbies had arrived on my 
doorstep.  The central 76mm motor mount would be fl anked 
by two 54mm “afterburners.”  To keep the rocket as close 
to scale as sEeInG sTaRs, the 54mm mounts were each 
glued inside a 2.63″ airframe.  The curved top angle of the 
afterburners was created using a 12″ chop saw, and then 
sanding on a bench-top belt sander.  Once the fuselage was 
epoxied together, ¾″ dowels were glued along the joints for 
added strength.  The main wings were cut from ¾″ cabinet 

grade birch and then routed on all edges except the root and 
where the wingtips would be added.  To attach the wings to 
the fuselage, I created a cradle jig to ensure the wings would 
be exactly 180 degrees apart.  Before any epoxy was mixed, 
I temporarily screwed the wings to this cradle.  By doing so, 
I was able to avoid standing the wing vertically, waiting for 
epoxy to cure.  Both wings were epoxied simultaneously to 
the fuselage and then left overnight to cure.  The cradle was 
used throughout the build to keep Superstars from teetering 
on my worktable.  Notice how the wingtips were aligned at a 
45-degree angle, using a speed square. 
 Originally, I had projected that Superstars would 
weigh in at about 25 pounds empty.  This idea was quickly 
thrown out the door when I started layering 24-oz. fi berglass 
cloth over the entire rocket.  Each side would receive two 
layers of 24-oz. cloth with a fi nal layer of 6-oz. cloth to ease 
fi nishing.  I like to tack the cloth on the surface with Elmer’s 
Spray Adhesive before pouring West Systems over it.  Be 
careful though; using too much spray adhesive will saturate 
the fi bers, preventing the epoxy from soaking into the glass.  
Working with the thicker cloths is easier because you don’t 
have to worry about damaging the weave when you are 
smoothing it onto the rocket.  However, you must consider 
the strength–to-weight ratio when choosing your cloth.  I was 
not too concerned with the weight of this project; strength in 
the wings was my priority, knowing that it would be fl own on 
M power.
 Before the epoxy had set on the fi rst layer of 24-oz. 
fi berglass, I carefully laid a 2′ × 4′ sheet of 1/32″ bendable 
plywood over the fuselage and onto the wings to create the 
skin of the airframe.  Then, a second layer of 24-oz. cloth 
was applied over the skin, also layering all the way out to the 
wingtips.The 6-oz. fi nish layer was laid, and then the entire 
process was repeated on the underside of the rocket.  Glenn 
Davis recommended PML’s two-part foam to strengthen the 

Superstars

By Kevin Mitchell

Photo by Mark Canepa
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voids between the skin and the airframe tubing.  This was 
the fi rst time I had ever used this product.  Let’s just say I’ll 
never go back to using foam from a can.
 While waiting for the West Systems epoxy to dry, 
I used some scrap pieces of 1/32″  plywood to make the 
cockpit, which would be glued to the nosecone. I wrapped the 
nosecone with 100-grit sandpaper and slid the cockpit back 
and forth so that it would contour perfectly to the nosecone.
 With all of the hard work done, I was now ready to 
cut slots for the tail and belly fi ns.  A Dremel cut-off wheel 
made quick work of it.  The tail fi n was epoxied to the 76mm 
MMT, and the belly fi ns were epoxied at the valley of the 6″ 
airframe and the 2.63″ afterburner tubes.  Two sets of epoxy 
and six fi llets later, Superstars was fi nally assembled.

Throughout this entire project, I used fi ve-minute 
epoxy, with the exception of the fi berglass laminates.  I’m 
sure many will argue that sixty-minute epoxy makes for a 
stronger rocket.  I do agree that the bond is usually stronger, 
but when your rocket lands hard on one fi n, one of two things 
is going to happen.  The fi llet will either fl ex slightly, retaining 
its strength, or shatter because it is brittle.  I have found 
that the fi ve-minute epoxy works very well for fi llets between 
phenolic tubing and wood.  However, it does not hold G10 
components together very well.

Because of the limited space for parachutes, I was 
forced to put my altimeter bay inside the shoulder of the 
nosecone.  Upscaling my original idea from sEeInG sTaRs, I 
used a 1″ dowel to mount the altimeters.  This dowel serves 
a double purpose by helping to keep the nose weight from 
breaking free under the acceleration of liftoff.  I like to make 
removable nose weights from lead shot and epoxy.  I fi ll a 
plastic nose cone (in this case a 2.1″ diameter) with epoxy.  
Then I just dump in the pre-measured amount of lead shot 
(3 pounds for Superstars).  Once it has cured, I turn it upside 
down and tap it on a concrete fl oor.  The slippery nosecone 
will release its hardened core.  I then drill a 1″ hole, using 
a paddle bit, about ¾″ deep, to receive the 1″ dowel.  This 
way, several weights can be made for use with different size 
motors.

It was now October and Red Glare, MDRA’s biggest 
launch ever, was approaching quickly.  For the next week, 
I was out in the garage coating and sanding Elmer’s Wood 
Fill, preparing the surfaces for primer.  I want to thank Barb, 
my wife, for the many nights that she alone cared for our two-
year-old daughter, Rebekah, while I was frantically working 
to fi nish Superstars before the launch deadline of October 
20. 

The complicated paint scheme started with a 
base coat of white.  While it was drying, I made the stars 
by printing them from the computer, and then laying clear 
contact paper (backer still attached) over the printed pattern.  
I then proceeded to cut all fi fty stars with an X-Acto knife.  
This tedious process is what gave sEeInG sTaRs its name.  
Once the base coat of white was dry, I peeled the backer 
paper from the stars and stuck them on the upper half of 
the rocket.  Next, the entire rocket received a coat of Cobalt 
Blue Metalfl ake.  After peeling the star stickers off, exposing 
the white base, I applied more stars on the bottom half of the 
booster.  This masked the blue, allowing me to apply the silver 
metalfl ake.  With the star stickers peeled off, I then took more 

clear contact paper, cut a jagged edge resembling the paint 
burning off, and applied it, exposing only the leading edges 
of the wings.  After masking the rest of the rocket, I sprayed 
those leading edges white.  Using two-inch-wide masking 
tape, I covered the dried white surfaces and sprayed red to 
make the fl ag stripes.  Once all the masking contact paper 
was removed, I then applied three layers of clear coat.  With 
only three days to spare, Superstars was done!

Sunday October 22 started out as a beautiful 
morning, sunny and dead calm.  But rain was in the forecast, 
and by the time I had fi nished prepping Superstars, it was 
overcast, with about a 12-mph wind.  I wasn’t complaining 
. . . the motor I had chosen was a vintage Kosdon M1400 
Skidmark in a 6000ns case.  It is an awesome motor when 
fl own in low light conditions. Out on the away cell, Glenn 
Davis, Fred Schumacher, and I loaded the 60-pound beast 
onto the hydraulic-lift launch trailer.  As the rocket was raised 
into position, I began feeling anxious,the way I did the day 
I was married.  It is a good feeling, though.  If you don’t 
still occasionally get the rocket jitters, you aren’t pushing the 
limits of your abilities.

As the crowd’s attention turned to Superstars, the 
sun, which had been hiding for the last couple of hours, came 
out from the clouds.  This made the sky look even darker 
against the silver paint.  The countdown was started, and at 
zero the rocket came to life, spitting and roaring as it slowly 
rose above the launch tower.  It weathercocked at about a 
45-degree angle, providing a spectacular show as it safely 
fl ew over the rows of parked cars.  Shortly after burnout, 
Superstars reached its apogee at 1400′ and deployed 
its 8′  main chute right on cue.  Inspection on the ground 
showed that the only damage done was to the decorative 
afterburners, which broke free when the 45-pound fi n section 
landed.  One thing I had overlooked was how to carry the 
rocket back to my truck.  It’s not like a typical rocket that you 
can throw over your shoulder.  I had to hold it like a guitar, 
luckily only carrying it back about 250 yards.  Next time I’ll 
bring a dolly to wheel it back to the fl ight line.

As the day went on, we were pleased to see that the 
weatherman was wrong again.  The rain had stayed away, 
giving us a decent day of fl ying.  The leaders of  MDRA put 
on a three-day launch that had drawn national attention.  
This was a weekend that would be remembered for years 
to come.

As with any large project, there were a lot of helping 
hands involved, either directly or indirectly.  I want to thank 
Glenn Davis for the inspiration to build a wacky, atypical 
rocket; Lester Sherman for the M Skidmark motor and for 
turning the decorative nozzles on a wood lathe; Tommy 
Higgs, the landowner/Road Kill Café catering; Barb, my 
rocket queen, for all of those days that her car stayed outside 
of the garage; and fi nally my parents, Jim and Carol Mitchell, 
for encouraging this hobby that I have enjoyed since I was 
fi ve years old.

With one successful fl ight under its wings, 
Superstars will make a return at one of MDRA’s Price, 
Maryland, Launches.  Next fl ight, I plan to cluster a blue 
fl ame 76/6000ns M with two 54/1200ns  red fl ame Js.  I will 
probably airstart the Js at fi rst motion detection.  Keep an 
eye out for it on MDRA’s website at www.mdrocketry.org.
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Background

    ROCKETS Magazine ran a local sticker contest in Australia 
and New Zealand from April to mid-June.  The end of the 
contest was timed to coincide with the Williams “Wildfi re” 
Westernationals 2010 launch event.  This is large national 
event, held near Perth, Western Australia.  Entries to 
the contest were judged on their creativity and on their 
effectiveness in promoting the magazine.  The two winners 
were Simon Liebke and Neil Streeter (known to some as 
Fridge).

   The winners aren’t really fi rst place and second place.  
Neil actually submitted his entry late, but the photo was so 
good that it demanded a prize. I contacted all the people 
who entered, to make sure they didn’t mind.

Winner Number #2: (Photo below) Neil “Fridge” Streeter 

Home club: Tripoli Western Australia

Date of photo:  6th June 2010

Place: Williams “Wildfi re” Westernationals 2010, Tripoli 
Western Australia

Other details: The sticker was placed on and around 
the ablution facilities, because we thought, to ablute 
comfortably, you need to be in a cosy setting with items of 
familiarity that can evoke favourable recollections and offer 
a spattering of introspection. Built among the trees on a hill 
that overlooks the range, the “dunny” offered privacy, yet, 
with a largely unobstructed view, continued to involve the 
abluter in the event and was therefore an ideal candidate 
for a few editions of ROCKETS Magazine and stickers.

Prize: Cool and Really Cool Flights 2 DVD

ROCKETS Magazine
 Sticker Contest

 Australia 
By Michael Ritter



Winner Number #1: Simon Liebke

Home club: Tripoli Queensland

Date of photo: 6th June 2010

Place: Williams “Wildfi re” Westernationals 
2010, Tripoli Western Australia

Rocket: LOC/Precision HyperLOC 1600

Name of the rocket: Unnamed (Hyperloc1600) 

Other details: This was my Level 3 certifi cation 
attempt, fl ying on an Aerotech M-1297 motor. 
After I prepped the rocket some 3,500km from 
home, it was fi nally ready and installed on the 
pad. When I was arming the fi rst altimeter, a 
screw switch failed, and, not wanting to risk the 
Level 3 attempt by fl ying with a single altimeter 
due to ‘go-fever’, I pulled the rocket down 
and replaced the switch overnight. The next 
morning, we awoke to clear blue skies, which 
meant the rocket could be visually tracked to its 
apogee of 8,340 feet. Recovery was via a 24” 
SkyAngle drogue at apogee, and a SkyAngle 
Cert3-XL at 1,000ft. The fl ight was a success, 
and I’m now the sixth Aussie to join the Tripoli 
Level 3 ranks. I must give thanks to the Tripoli 
WA crew for a perfect launch event, prefect 
(and my TAP) Dave Couzens, Ron McGough 
as my other TAP, and my wife Katie for her 
support during the build and on launch day.

Prize: BALLS 18 DVD
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LAUNCH SCHEDULE
December 4-5

Tripoli East South Carolina
www.colonialvirginiahpr.org/whitakers.html 

Decmeber 4-5
Northern Colorado Rocketry

www.ncrocketry.org

December 11-12
Tripoli South Carolina

www.tripolisc.org

December 12
Tripoli Indiana

www.indianarocketry.com

December 18-19
Tripoli East South Carolina

www.colonialvirginiahpr.org/whitakers.html 

December 19
Southern Arizona Rocketry Association

www.sararocketry.org

Photo by Neil McGilvray
Bryan and Richard Dierking’s Mr. Smiley from LDRS 29

ROCKETS Magazine will be attending 
launches in RED lettering.

November 4-7
Plaster Blaster

Tripoli San Diego
www.tripolisandiego.org

November 6-7
Northern Colorado Rocketry

www.ncrocketry.org

November 13-14
Tripoli Indiana

www.indianarocketry.com

November 13-14
Tripoli South Carolina

www.tripolisc.org

November 20
Southern Arizona Rocketry Association

www.sararocketry.org

November 20-21
Tripoli East South Carolina

www.colonialvirginiahpr.org/whitakers.html

  If you would like to have your club’s 
launches listed on this page, please send a 
launch schedule to:
editor@libertylaunchsystems.com. 

   ROCKETS Magazine is offering 1/8 page 
advertising space free for two issues to 
clubs that have large/special/regional/na-
tional launches. This is for launches above 
and beyond your monthly launches that are 
listed on this page
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September 1-6
LDRS 30

www.ldrs30.org



CORRECTIONSCORRECTIONS

I recently received my copy of the LDRS issue of Rockets magazine, and I was 
rather surprised when reading the article to learn of the destruction of my L3 rocket. I fl ew it on 
Sunday on an M4770 Vmax, and I somewhat jokingly named it “Destruction Invited”, but the 
actual fl ight was, to the best of my knowledge, fi ne (although the article says that it was “blown 
to pieces soon after the button was pushed”).
 I’ve attached a couple of pics of the fl ight, which show the rocket still intact, climbing 
away at high speed. (above left and center)
Chris LaPanse
Editor: Correct Chris, we should have said your Level 2 rocket, we knew one of them cato’d
            (above right)
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The Arizona Rocketry Team is just that, a team, and 
not one individual.  The team members spent many hours of 
hard work building the ½ scale Patriot rockets and even more 
hours building the launcher.  From the inception of this project 
to retrieving the rockets after a fl ight the team worked together 
to make the project work.
 If you did not have the names of the team members, 
or did not have space to mention them all then we would have 
much preferred that you simply refer to us as “The Arizona 
Rocketry Team”.  The team members on this project were 
Jacob Dennis, Jay Dennis, Roy Polmanteer, Guy Smith, 
Dean Smith, and Ken Sparks, plus Susan Dennis, Dawna 
Polmanteer, and Mary Smith.
Ken Sparks
Editor: Thank you Ken, sorry Jacob,Jay, Roy, Guy, Dean,
            Ken, Susan, Dawna and Mary.

I read the new Rockets magazine today, which I was 
excited about because I was able to attend LDRS.  However, 
I noticed there is an error on one of the pictures.  On page 
60 there is an orange and red rocket with the caption “Paul 
Avery’s no-name rocket on an I-330.”  I wanted to point out 
that this was my rocket (I don’t know who Paul Avery is), so 
the caption should have read, “Shawn Miller’s 4F rocket on a J 
class motor”.  This was a sugar motor that I made mixed with 
titanium to give it the sparky effect.
Thanks,
Shawn Miller, CPA, CMA

Editor: Thanks Shawn, our system to id rockets still has a few 
            bugs in it yet.




